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Tuesday, April 1, 1986
STUDENT NEWSPAPER, O.FTHE NATIONAL LAW CEN'I'D
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVDlSm
Faculty Approves
ThreeYear
Moot Court
Requirement
Citing widespread student
interest and a desire to provide
students with more rea l world
experience than pr-ovided
through traditional classes,-the
faculty has recently approved a
proposal to expand Moot Court
into a three year- pro~ram.
Each semester students wl l l be
faced with new problems which
they will have to research, and
then write briefs and engage in
oral argument. By the third year
all students will be able to
write 75 to 100 page briefs on a
variety of constitutional issues
and statutory causes with ease.
'OTherequirement will be
phased in over the next two
years. Future second -years
must sign up for moot court and
future third year students may
register for a moot court class
for every semester. 'Night
students will be required to pass
five moot court classes in order
to graduate.
Expanding ,moot court
requirements has been strongly
urged by the I local ,~udiciary
Who, sources say, is sick and
tired" of attorneys coming into
their courts unprepared. Judge
IrVing Joolius is endorsing the
NLC's actions and is willing to
allow third "year GW students to
argue cases before D.C<s
Intermediate Court of ,Appeal m
order to "prepare them for the
real world of law." 5hay will
not be able to do so, however,
until the beginning of next
April' so as to permit the
court's machinery the time to
gear up for the influx of new
litigators.
by Mark Graven
Reorganizing Alumni Relations
,Jenkins New Combined Head of cno, Alumni Office
by Celia Hobson
A networking system has
begun between alumni relations
and career development with
Dean Jenkins recent
appointment as Associate Dean
for External Affairs. The
opportuni ty to make this.
reorganization arose when the
newly appointed director of Law
Alumni Relations was unable to
relocate in Washington, D.C.
The National Law Center
decided to follow the trend of
other major institutions by
establishing a dean for extenlal
affairs. In a memorandum to
faculty, students, and staff,
Dean Jerome-Barron explains
..that .tnts reorganization of the
external side of the law school
administration "demonstrates the
importance the law center and
the university attach to the
alumni and career development
services offered by the school."
The reorganization allows
As result of the ever
increasiong number of lawyers
that are. waiving into the DC
bar, after having passed a state
bar exam, the DC bar is
considering eliminating the
waive-in provision of its local
rules. This change would not go-
into effect immediately, but
, would be initiated starting in
the summer of 1987. While la w
students graduating in 1986
would still be able to waive-in,
it is possible that the sco~e
they must achieve on the Mult1-
state could be significantly
raised. _
Class of 1986·Sets Graduation Plans
, . ,. slated for May 17, has been
. , f the committee has in mind pamttngS, designed to give seniors and
'con1men~emen~ committee, 0, rints, or lithographs that w~Lild their families a chance to
gift and parties. Oft the ~e used to decorate the first socialize with faculty, staCf4
To pay for the, gl It " floor lounge.. . administration. This semi-~orma
Third-years are, adding a committee is collectmg $~ dU~o The senior night o~t is attair will be held on Capitol
touch 'of their class to from seniors. Acc~rdmgh d planned for Thursday, April io, Hill in the Canon CauSciusROtO~
graduation this year withsome P rry 'the commIttee a at the Fishmarket Restaurant m from 3 to 5' p.m. ,nccsana
unique additions to the 'c~nsiJered contributing to. a Georgetown, well before the seniors will be attending i~~
prT~eeedi~§~.,s commencement scholarship C?rmaking t~~na~l~~ actual commencement date ~r cap and ~own, the ~,c~Rtn a
. to the llbf.ary, -l'ft of "'ay 18. Perry said that.t e should be more r~laxe ai
committee is organi~lOg added on a g" h sen to d tion recept on,
donati'on of art~v-ork to the NLC, committee eCi, would April 10 date was co" typical g~a uaartwork as somethlOg that ld max imi ze attendance. We Perry predicted. '
and has made -\:lans for a be memorable and wou wanted something before "the At press time, the cornmlt~~
"senior night out.' a':1d a pre- beautify the school. .' d finals mentality takes hold, ,hde had not received a i
respo
0 f
graduation receptiOn 10 o~der ~o The committee has sol.icite e lained. The party willprovi e fro mit s c h 0 ~ e
make commencement speCial thiS the services of the \VashlO~ton a~ opportunity for sectiOns to commencement speaker. P~~~
year. . Area Lawyers for the. Arb to reunite he added. . declined to comJ?ent on ~........"
"We've never done' anythlOg help select the artwohrK't petr~~ The pre-gr,aduatio~ rec~pt~~~,._ " ,the-committee haS mvited,to~-
lik.~ this before," said· Franc 'said. He added t a
P~ r .~,~, c h.~ ~.,~,ll1a.~:_>,~.. .<.~.~ei.'" "" ,'.'," ' .-,','
Dean Jenkins to continue
heading Career Development as
he also assumes leadershlJ? over
Law Alumni Relations. There
will be more coordination or
efforts for both ott ices than in
the past" remarked Dean
Jenkins. The interrelations ot
alumni and career development
can be seen as a two-way
street. Not only will there be a
greater effort in encouraging
alumni to assist students with
their careersh observes DeanJenkins, but t e National Law
Genter also intends to play a
greater role in QUering
assistance and services tor the
alumni. Jenkins 1>tressed his
'co'mmit'merit to providing
substantive, continuing legal
education to alumni through the
resources of the faculty.
To turther his commitment,
Jenkins is organizing an alumni
chapter handbook which would
instruct alumni on how to
es tablish chapters throughout
The impetus for this change
has been brought upon by two
factors. One is that it is telt
that the DC bar is being glutted
by "carpetbaggers", individuals
who pass bar exams in other
states, and then move to DC in
hope of finding jobs in the
relatively open DC market. By
eliminatin~ the waive-in
provision it IS believed that too
n umber of individuals who
choose to practice in DC will be
diminished. Said one member of
Go to page 19. col. 1
.- ...... -_._-_.~ ~
the natlon and give a more
structured wny to awroach UlClr
business. The handbook wlll
inc 1ude a sectlon on career
development illustratlng what
alumni can do to assist students
and the services the NLC
provides to help the alumni.
\\' ith tho reorganIzation,
there is renewed encouragement
tor greuter student-alumni
interactlon. Each year, Alumni
Relations sponsors three to tour
luncheons for alumni in the D.C.
area. Recently, the alumni has
been asked to sponsor NLC
students to attend these
luncheons. Students lnterested
in attending a luncheon should
contact Teresa Crawford, Luw
Alumni Relations •
Alumn I Re la tions also
sponsors alumni lectures. The
first lecture tor this year will
bc "Building Your Private
Practice" to be held on April
14th at 5:00 p.rn, in the Marvin
Center.
no more time,No more money, .n_.-A luck
no more Advocate. uuvu
on your exams!
The ,Advoca te, Page '2
Effectsof
·..Pornography Debated
by Gail' Georgeson
Whether anti-pornography laws
impinge on first' amendment
rights is an issue that canmake
sparks fly. •
This was the case at a debate
co-sponsored by the local
chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) and the
Law Association for Women.
Students and ACLU members
packed L201 on March 11 to
hear the issue debated by Barry
Lynn of, the ACLU, and Marty
Langelan of D.C. Feminists
Against Pornogr-aphy; ,
Ms. Langelan began the debate
with some, background
information on how pornography
has developed in the last few
years into a multi -billion dollar
industry •. She stated that while
the history of, the subrogation
of women is longstanding, the
rapid growth in the pornography
industry is fairly, recent, due
Iarge ly to the development of
the mass media.
Ms. Langelan then addressed
the anti-pornography ordinances,
inc Iuding one passed by
Indianapolis that was ruled
unconstitutional b¥ a federal
court because it mfringed on
first amendment rights to free
speech.
To emphasize that neither
D. C. Fe min i s t s nor the
ordinances were, targeting erotic
material, but rather pornography
that depicts' violence agatnst
women, Ms. LangeIan dtstr ibuted
a model ant i-pornography
ordinance as well as a"series of
photographs from a recent issue
of Penthouse. The photos,
depicting Asian women bound,
beinl;{ hung ·from trees, and in
var10US other degrading
positions, demonstrated the kind
of pornography that the
ordinances target.
Ms•. Langelan explained that
there are recognized exceptions
to the first amendment right to
freedom of the press, such as
"fighting words, or child
pornography. She said that
pornography that discriminates
against women creates a social
harm that cannot be remedied
by a response from those who
have been injured. ' ,
Mr. Lynn began his speech. by
asserting that there are existing
legal remedies for women who
are injured or abused as a result
of pornography.' He did not
make clear, however, what these
remedies were. He said that
some states have anti-
,discrimination statutes which
allow women to recoverdamages
where they can prove they were
injured by pornography.
According, to Mr. Lynn,
~~tances where pornography I~~
Inj ur e d women are rare. He
maintained that harm to victims
does not outweigh the right to
publish 'the pornographic
material. "When pushed I will
defend the right of people to
publish women hanging from
trees," he said. '
Mr. Lynn stressed that,
pornograRhycan be easily
avoided. 'You can walk down 99
percent of the streets and not
see porn" he said •
.Ms. Langelan countered th8.t
the problem is not that
pornography is on the street,
and that people may see it as
. they pass by a store vwindow.
The problem, she said is that
pornography is in millions of
American homes. influencing the
way people perceive women, and
possibly the way the¥ behave
towards them. This 1S not to
say, she emphasized, that men '
who look a t pornographic
magazines will all go" out and
kill or maim women. They may,
however, "feel a little more free
to slap their wives around, or to
dtscr-Irntna t e against female
employees," she said.
Ms. Langelan briefly discussed
the legal implications of the
model anti-pornography
ordinance. Some students who
attended the debate expressed
disappointment that flaws that
the court found in the
Indianapolis ordtnance were not
addressed.
The debate did not end at the
finish of the program, bu t
continued at a reception where
the Feminists and ACLU
~ engaged in lively in~
Woodsy Owl says .
Only Nature Should Paint Rocks!
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Sunday, May 11
CLOSED
EXAM PERIOD LIBRARY HOURS
Monday, May 12
9 a.m. - 5 p.m,
Library News'
- The library will be open extra
hours during exam periods. The
hours are as follows: .
(* = from 11:45" p.rn, to 2 a.m,
there will be no reference or
circulation services. Only the
first and second floors will be
open for use)
Monday, Apr. 28
8 a.rn, - 2 a.rn,"
ACE
TYPING (I WORD '.i-ilOCESSDlG
WE SPECIALIZE' IN
.lEGALTYPINC AND
'WORD PROCESSING
Tuesday, Apr. 29
8 a.m, - 2 a.rn."
Wednesday, Apr. 30
8 a.m. - 2 a.in."
Thursday, May 1
8 a.m. - 2 a.m,"
Friday, May 2
8 a.rn, - 11:45 p.m.
Saturday, May 3
9 a.m. - 11:45 p.m,
Sunday, May 4
9 a.m, - 11:45 p.m.
Monday; May 5
8 a.m, - 2 a.m.*
Tuesday, May 6
8 a.rn, - 2 a.rn,"
Wednasday, May 7
8 a.m, - 2 a.m."
Thursday, May 8
8 a.rn, - 2 a.rn,"
Friday, May 9
a a.m, - 6 p.m,
Saturday, May 10
CLOSED
Tuesday, May 13
9 a.rn, - 5 p.m,
Wednesday, May 14
9 a.m. - 5 p.m,
Thursday, May 15
9 a.m, - 5 p.m,
Friday, May 16
9 a.m. - 5 p.m,
Saturday, May 17
9 a.rn, - 5 p.m,
Sunday, May 18
11 a.m, - 6 p.m,
Sununer Hours
B,eginning Mon~ay, May 19, the
hbrary hours Will be as fOllolVs
Monday- Friday
9 a.rn, - 10 p.m,
Saturday
9 a.rn, - 5 p.m,
Sunday
Noon -: 3 p.m,
* * • '" * * **
Tne libre ry ma iut ains a
'smu 11 lounge area near the
Circulation Desk where students
are welcome to read the daily
newspapers and current
magaz ines, such as Time, Forbes,
Fortune, and Newsweek, Please
be considerate of your fellow
students and use the vnagaz ines
only within the library. Lately,
too many of these current
magaztnes nave 'wandered' away.
ON CAllPUS: .
2025BYB ST., NW
SUITE, 105
,466-TYPE • 8S7~8()OO
d Y April 1, l~HHiTueSa ,- The President's Corner-
by Jonathan Welch
SUAPresident
Wesudden ly find ourse lves
near the end of the year and
the SBA has been working to
finish up most of the projects it
started this year. It's difficult
to explain just how much work
there is to be done, but we are
always receptive to students
whowant to ~et involved in any
new or existtng projects. .-
One of the best ways to
get involved is through the
student positions on the various
committees. 111 the past, the
process has, been competitive
(not much worse than for Law
Review), but interested students
should not hesitate in applying.
The applications are' in the 8BA
office and must-be returned by
Monday,April 7.
Also, we'll soon be facing
the tough process of reviewing
the budget requests of all the
student organizations and trying
to make a fair allocation of the
moneyavailable. It's not always
an easy thing to do, but we try
to keep in mind what is in the
best interests of all students.
Were also doing all we can to
obtain extra funding to make
the choices a little less painful.
A major issue that we
should all try to, remain aware
of is the problem we have with
theft in this building. Theft is
probably the price of our urban
location and trying to" resolve
the problem will result in some
cost to us in terms of
convenience. At the very least,
be careful about leaving
anything unlocked around the
school. ' ' ,
I'd also like to mention a
few things the SBA·is doing
that students should be aware
or.. First, after a ,lot of hard
work by several SBAreps., the
newand improved Academic
Evaluations, have been corrpleted
and, along with a typed,
unedited version of all -the
~ritten comments, are available
I.L".t.n(~ SEA office for students
to look through. We know the
Ie
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s
y
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evaluation form itself isn't
l?erfect and we hope to upgrade
It fo~ next year, but 10 the
meant ime, these results should
help students trying to get a
fee I for the courses and
pro f essor.s. We a l s o hope
students wi ltpart tc tpate in the
evaluations this semester.
Tho biggest project we are
currently facin~ is a "pre-
orientation day for' those
prospective students who have
been accepted for next year.
About 300 persons from across
the . .country have already
not tr ied us that they will be
coming to visit the NLC on
Saturday, April ,10 •. Among the
Prrograrn.<; for them wi l be a
'mock class" taught by Prof.
Schecter and a cook-out and
kegs on the quad. With such a
large turn-out, the SBAwill be
needing a lot of help. Students,
fac~lty and any organizations
who want to be a part of the
program should let us know.
Speaking of kegs,
we'll be having more of them in
the afternoons now that the
Spring weather has arrived.
And on the same subject, we'd
like to thank Prof. Sims for
being available as our Celebrity
Bartender .at The Bottom Line
last Wednesday night for Bar
Revue V. The turn-out was
great.
Graduating students and
friends will have their own bar
night on April 10 at the Fish
Market in Georgetown. The
night's official name is, The
Tradi lion Ends•••The Partying
Begins.
On that same day, we'll
have a law school Blood Drive,
so we encourage everyone to get
involved in a good cause. The
more blood 'you give, the
cheaper it will be to get drunk
at the Senior Party that night.
Finally, don't forget about
the End of the Year Party on
the last day of exams. It
should be enough' incentive in
itself to help you get through '
these final five weeks. Unt Il
then, good luck.
Library to Block Stairwells
Tne Advocate, Page 3
THE RESUME PLACE
810 - 18th Street, NW
(near 18th & H Sts.)
Washington, D.C. 20006
Just dial: RES-UMES
737-8637
,LAW STUDENT RESUMES
* * A Specialty of The Resume Place. Inc. * *
FIRST CLAS'S QUALITY IN TYPESETTING.
WORD PROCESSING, PRINTING. Personal, profes-
sional assistance in selection of format, use of type
throughout the resume. Over 16 years' experience with
typesetting resumes for law students!Skilled in answering
questions. handling format problems. and selecting a
typestyle to best present your copy.
THREE YEARS DISK STORAGE - FREEl Original
typesetting range: $40 to $49.50. Update cost in six
months (based on addition of new job and up to five
other linechanges): $25.00. Printingand matching paper
and envelopes: extra. .,
All major credit cards accepted. Fast turnaround! Normal
timing: 3 days. (24-hour and 48-hour rush services
available.)
NOTE: If you are planning to update your resume in
August . come in early and beat the rush! Placement
Office has brochures describing our sererce, prices and
samples. .
Officials of Jacob Burns Law Now!,r There is also talk of "
Li.brary recently announced they removing the vending machines
WIll take more aggressive steps on the third floor as a way of
to reduce student travel on the limiting the tr~ffic between the .
stairwell between the second .second and third floor. '
and third floor, of the Burns ' There is, a feeling among top :~
Building. They will also try to echelon in the library that the;
reduce student access to other cause of the probIen:tIs students
stairwells which are supposed to are going to the third floor to
be blocked off, but which get food a.nd .drink and then
according to one official, "are returning WIth It to the l1brar~.
too often trespassed. One librarian joked "We cou d
. Among steps discussed are", remove the books from the
Installing a red dye that will second, floor and leave the
Spray Upon students who try to 'vending machines, but that could
sn,;ak between the second and get~some facu!ty upse t ,
t~lr9 floor. ,"It'll serve 'ern . Removing the vending machines
rIght', said the same official, "if ,,' seems like It may be a safer
they don't want to study on the' approach." , .
SeCondfloor they don't deserve '. "A ,question as to wh~ther It
to be here anyway. "~" .. <',might<.be more 5en~lble ~~
. Another idea posited to reductf·:":·~hange.the rule regardmg =ond
Illegal traffic between·the···;the staIrwell between the . h
Second and third floor is to loCk, "and third floor, was met ~It. ~
the doors in that. area from 10 " 'uniform responsr::. The l1brrry
A.~l. to 8 P.M. daily the time - feels that when It makes ru es,
of the most traffic. 'A reliable , those rules are to be respec~eg~
source within the library',: The rules they make may' no, to:
~ommented "A fire hazard'?,-Boo ,the best, rules, the most :>ens:ble
~?o! T~e stUdents are clever, if rules or the mfoc~t.nel·ed~ferut::ynere IS ever afire they'11 find Bu t as the 0 ICla r , k b
a way out. At this point we will,by hool<-or by eroo 'th~
have a problem with those followed. Updates on '11
doors,it has to be stomped. out. " situation,as th:-y develop WI
, , ~~t~. ,
. _ ~~ ._>i'.~..w&.8;"",,,,,,".~..:!;.L",,"1-'!?~'f,,;·1.j-r~-'!.""~·="~:·~~-;~···
Del Giudice Wins
Major Social
Security Case
by Jim Lochner
Recently, NLCclinician Steven
Del Giudice, G. William Scott of
Antioch and Joan McCarthy, an
attorney in private pract!ce,.
won a case 10 the U.S. DIstrict
Court for the District of
Columbia concern ing the method
by which the SOCIal ~ecur~ty
Administration gran ts-dtsabrltt y
bene f its to those who make
claims for Social Security or
S.S.I. benefits.
. In the case, Cive actions w~re
joined for purposes of a mot ion
for summary judgment and
certification of a class corrposed
Of all D.C. residents who had'
been denied benefits on the'
basis of the "severe impairment"
reg'ulation--one. s tep in the
disability datermmat iou process.
In a decision by Judge Thomas '
P. Jacksonl the court round t!latthe regu ation In ques t ton ,
violated the statute b~cau~e it
allows denial of d iaab l l l ty
benefits without referen7e to
vocational factors and WIthout
consideration of the combined,
effects of multiple impairments. ,
The court certified the
proposed class and the Secretary'
of HUS was o rd er e d to
redermine all cases dating back
to 1978, the year in which the
contested regulation was
implemented. :
, Del Giudice representf..'(j three.
of the five named plaintiffs and
estimates that the court's ruling
will effect about 7500 persons
affected adveresly by. the
regulation. He commented "the
re~ulation was one of the
prImary tools used by the
agency in the early 1980's to
keep new applicants for benefits
off the rolls and to remove
some people wh~. had becn
rece iving bene fIts from the
rolls."
•__•__.-~-_••_._•••~:=~::;;:Y......_._ ..~-..~.--
SOUNDED GOOD
AT THE TIME
By Jim Lochner
'the following is a series of
statements made the last 3 years
which sounded good but which
in retrospect the speakers may
regret having said, or wished
they had said diClerentiy. Year
1-We'U believe anything they
say might be on a final.
9/23/83- Former SBA President
Steve Young warns "••• all of
you may soon think and talk
like lawyers."
10/21/83-New Consumer
Protection Center Director, Dave
Medine, states, "... we had a
meeting of minds as to what to
do with the program."
1/27/84- Anita Head 'promises
the Library's new copiers will
work well.
Year 2-We'U say anything that
might get us a summer Job.
9/24/84- Banzhaf challenges
students to play him in
volleyball. A competitive year
for him, he later challenges
Smokin'Ernie to put out a cigar.
1/28/85-00!!ee service TUrns
ProUt the story was titled.
Since then the service has been
plagued by theft and has lost
money.
3/11/85 "Practice is basically 1/3
fascinating, 1/3 aggravating and
1/3 boring. Sometimes the
boring side seems to be a lot
bigger •••" says Roger Schechter
a year before he takes a
sabbatical to work at a large
Boston Cirm.
Year 3 We'll do anything to get
out ASAP. ,.
10/7/85 NLC is promised that
the quad will be. grassy by
spring. The.non-vernal landsc~
still domInates when sprIng
arrives. '
1/27/115-GWrestricts smoking on
campus. The NLC later limits
areas where smoking in school
is allowed. Will the plan work?
lrltilE
,CA\Il2IL)VILIESIUlllrIES~======~
WASHINGTON, D.C.
THE PERFECT SOLUTION
FOR,OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS·
$19.50*
Company coming? The Carlyle Suites offers spacious il n
accommodations right around the corner, at a rate ~ ...
that will make everybody happy. It's a great ,,!.-t"
location to seethe best of Washington from, . .:'.....'m A
and an unmatched value. <% g
• Near Washington's historic sites and ' '- "1
monuments. Located near the Metro
Line in charming Dupont Circle.
• Each suite has a fully equipped
kitchen and sitting area.
• Casual dining on 'the prem-
isesat Jimmy K's Restaurant
for breakfast, lunch and dinner .
•per person double occupancy, per nighl
based on 2 nighls. Friday or Salurday amval.
25 oul of 176 rooms are available for this
special package. Call for group rates.
1731New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
202/234-3200
In an ellortto keep tinals-
crazed tirst years trom his
ottice, Dean Barron has
employed the hell-hound
Cerberus~
7
, ()t~jS~ay~.,April 1, 1986
~New Advocate, Editors Named
1be Advocate is pleased to
announce the selection o f
editors for Volume 17.
Elizabeth MacGregor and Nadine
Hyman were voted in by the
current board to replace
graduating News Editor Robert
D. ,Jacobs and Editor-in-Chie!
Michael Goldsmith.
."We put a lot of time and
thought into the decision as to
who we wanted to succeed us.
I kno \V we are leav inJf 1be
Advocate in good hands, said
Jacobs.
"I am very pleased wi h
people replacing us ,~t t~e
Go ldsmi tho "Nadi~e sald
Elizabeth proved themselv and
be hi~hly dedicated and creesrto
Indtviduats, [know that a&,e
and I will be leavin b
Advocate in capable han:fs "The
. Hyman and MacGregor will b
Joining Associate Eaitors K e
Brothers and Mark Graven T~n
ne w edi tor1al board will be
comprised of second year d e
students. ay
::~l4CJ:tNtB.dJo Lawrence bask in the sunshine in the quad area
Procrastinators
'Special
You can still save money if you
'. sign-up by May 16, 1986.
.State(s)
July Resulting1986 Discount Course
Price Price
CT, DC, FL,ME,
MA, MD. NH. $725 Save $30 $695
NY*. VA, VT
NI.PA $650 Save $25 $625
RI $575 Save $25 $550
• NY audio course not subject to discount.
Only $25 Deposit Required to Secure Discount.
BAR REVIEW
(617) 742-3900 (800) 343-9188 (202)347-1971
Patricia Harris Remembered
by NadineHymim
Third year- students are
sure to remember Professor
Patricia R. Harr-is, who died of
breast cancer at the age of 60
in 1985. But first and second
yea r stu den t s s h0 u 1d be
cognizant and proud of her as
an alumnus and professor of law, .
here at the National Law'
Center. '
I Patricia Harris ,graduated
first in her class from theNLC
inl960. _ During her illustrious
career she ,practiced-as an,
attorney with the, Washington,
D.C. branch of the prominent
firm, Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver, and Kampelman, acted
as a board member of several
corporations, served as a ,law
professor and dean, served as
Ambassador to Luxembourg,
under Lyndon 8., Johnson, and
held the office of secretary of,'
both H.U. D. and H.E.W. lnow'
H.H.S.) during the Carter
Administration. :
Pat Harris was one of the
greatest and most "well-kno-wn
civil rights activists of, our time.
She courageously fought for her '
beliefs in the face of ber illness
unt it she died.
Several distinguished
speakers gave eulogies at
Pat ric i a Hal' r is' fun era 1.
President Carter remarked: "Pat
Harris .was a cabinet, officer
extraordinaire. As a
businessman, as, a' governorj. and
as a president I, have never,
known anyone who had better
administrative, cal?ability than
did Patricia Harr is, She was
strong, competent, and tough"
but' obsessed with concern for
the, poor, tbe b.er eIt , the
inarticulate, the. elderly; the
home less, the weak, the student
with a bright mind who may not'
be able to afford a college
education. She was sometimes
abrasive,evenexplosive, when
circumstances warranted such a '
PATRICIA R.-HARRIS
reaction."" '" ' '
Dean Jerome Barron spoke
of Patricia Harris' with
'admiration: '''She was interested
in teaching' students in her
-Administrative Law Seminar
about how administration policy
can be translated into action.
,She wanted, the bureaucracy to
move;". Ideas were not enough.
She taught as she lived, by
trying to transform ideas into
'action." , ' ' "
VernonE. Jordan Jr.,
prominent lawyer and former
President and Chief 'Executive
Officer of the National Urban,
- League' commented: "And now
the, v ig Ll a n c e , challenge
tenacity, passion and intellectual
ferment that was Pat Harris is
gone. We will miss her. ,We
will 'remember her. The baton
of freedom and equality is
passed; may we receive it with
her spir it and her vigor. And if
we do we shall overcome."
Pat ri cia Ha r'r is l e f t
$40,000.00 to the Nattonal Law,
Center. "With this rnoney," said
Dean Barron, "We, have created
"a scho larship that will be given
to an enterrng student, who on
the basis of their commitment to
civil rights and a record of
eno Restricts Interviewing ,
Membership on Law Re\'iew. ,were "receptiv,e to. the ide,a,"
The Journal of International Law .accordtng to the high rank 109
and Economics,' ~oot Court committee .member source.
, Board, ' or any other academic The committee was especially
honors will be prohibited from persuf1ded to 'adopt -the new
being listed on resumes policy after reading an
sub mit ted by stu den t s unexpetltedly frank response to
., , . h . the CDD's questionnaire from a
I?artlcipat 109 10 t eon-campus partner in a ,D.C. firm. "OUr
Interviewing programI according firm has no problems with theto a COO proposa recently change," read the response. (AIr
approved by the Faculty Career ,e'-perience ',has been that our
Planning Committee. - , ,,' h 'dAcknowledging that the associ&tes who haven t serve
proposal would be controversial on journals are every bit as
, ' d' 1 ed good as those associates whoIn some quarters, an un ISCos have. Besides, the non-journal
member of the Career Comnittee assocI'ates are ,a hell' of a lot
defended the action because it "will enable far more students to more enjo~'able to work wit~." To ensure that the new polley
farner interviews. "This" the is etfective the COOannounced
acuIty member noted. "would' ,that it will decreasefurtrer tOO
ameliorate a sore spot with most number of resumes that may be
~tudents, namely, that the " t d t tInt~rviewing program,' is "dropped 'by anyone s u e!l 0
domInated by students O,n 45. In addition, no slOgle
bI II !':tudent will be allowed morepu icat ions and the like~' , than 15 on-campus interviews.' ,
The Faculty has stated that A CDO staffer justified the
the new -policy will also. rule saYI'ng'''15 interviev.s s1nuld
facilitate a much-needed returnto ,the academic ideals upon be enough for anyone to get B
WhIChthe scholar ly publicat ions job."
~n.d, Moot Court Board were I-na relat~d matter, to ensure
InitIally established. As the 'the adacemic ideals ~ere
:remberof the committee said, followed'through, the Comrmttee
There was just a' generalis considering ac~i0'1 to prevent
feeling 'that the valuable 'students from r~sIgnmg from tOO
learning, experiences that can be publica t ion after tne~' have
?btain~d should be the primar;y obtained employment. ,One
~ncentive for service' on the measure that has recen:ed
Journals. They shouldn't be' 'approval will be the informmg
:hought of primarily as stepping , of their emplo~'ers th~t th~:J"are
::>t?tnesto a plum job." hiring quitters._ ThIS vall go
Most of the lawfirrns ,and into effect AprIl 1st.
government agencies contacted
a ca d e m i c excellence,
demonstrates the qualities which
Prof essor Harris valued and
illustrated by her own life."
In addition. Dean Robert
Stanek explained "A loan fund is
being established in memory of
Patricia Harris, and it will
consist of contributions made in
her memory. Some contributions
have already been -made." The
loans will be given without the
qualifications required by the
scholarship and are to be short
term loans for emergency
sttuat ions, ,
Robert Cooper, President
of the, Black Law Students
Assoc Iat Ion (8LSA) eXJ?tlainedl
their contribution: 'We're'
working along with the Equal
Justice Foundation to implement
a loan forgiveness program that
would underwrite student loans
for people going into public
interest law. Bas ica lly, we
wanted to do something in her
name. We didn't feel enough
was done in her honor. I was
really pleased to see the Law
Review articles dedicated to her
memory (Vol. 53 Numbers 3 & 4,
March- May 1985~."
He added: 'I thought there
should have been something
more done at the time of her
death. Nobody-came to speak
to the students about the things
that she had done, no classes
were cance lled--so our project
with the Equal Justice
Foundation is a small taken of
our appreciation for her and the
work that she had done."
OUr la w school is honored
to have had such an a we
inspiring woman as an alumnus
and a professor. The mark
Patricia Harris made on our
school and on the publ le is
indelible. Every NLC student
should be aware of the spirit
and meaning of Patricia R.
Harris, and can be proud to be
atfiliated with the school she
chose to call her own.
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MixingMarriage and Law
by Mark Graven ' perhaps an hour or two to study 'While Helene lacks time to
before calling it a day. . devote to studying, she says she·
Helene says its frustrating not has other _things many law
'being able to study more. "I students lack. "There's an a wiul
mean I don't understand a damn lot of warmth, love, and
thing in Property," she said. I laughter in having a child!" she
find mlself reading the said. "I don't know a lot or first
"Nutshell going to and' from years who have that. Their Itves
school. And I'm just like have forcibly been made devoid
everybody else-:-just as of that. Most are hesitant of
competitive and just as capable. relationships now. It would be a
But I'm not able to go the extra conflict."
mile." '. . Helene says she has some
Helene booked extra time for- 'married friends outside of law
the nanny during law review and school who she can talk to
law journal competition, but had about raising a child. But she
to cut short her writin~time adds that these friends don't
when a problem arose with the understand what it's like goinR
nanny. And last semester, when to law school. "They don t
the nanny was ill, ,Helene had to understand my desperation just
take off a whole week from to. get prepared for class," she
ejasses, said. -
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" Going through the first year
of law school is not the easiest
thing in the world •. But try'
doing it married, with a baby
and a p-art-time Job.
, That s what Helene Long of
Section 13 is doing. . '
"It's almost like having two
different lives,"· says Helene.
.. "When I'm at school,: I'm a
student, but when I'm home, I'm
a housewife. It's almost like Dr.
Jekyll and- Mr. Hyde.'" , ,
Helene and her husband, Philip
Pre lusky, have a 13-month-old
son named Matthew. BOthHelene
and Philip have busy schedules.
Philip is executive sous chef at
the Capitol Hilton Hotel, which
makes .him second in charge
there, and he also runs his own
catering business. Helene works
15 to 20 hours in the legal
division at Bell Atlantic. '
Helene's day starts at 6:30
a.m, when Matthew wakes up.
She dresses and feeds him.
There is some opportunity for
play before she takes him to the
home of a nanny that Helene
and Philip share with another
couple. . . i '
Helene puts in her hours at
Bell Atlantic between classes on
Mondays, Tuesdays,and-
Thursdays. She usually stays at
school until 4 .or 5 p~m. when
she goes to pick up Matthew.
Then she returns home to cook
dinner.
After dinner Helenes like to
devote attention to her son.
Matthew wouldn't have it any
other way. "There's hardly any
time for me to sit down at the
kitchen table and study, because'
he's at the point' where' he's
into everything," said Helene.'
"At this age, they'll play by
themselves. within 20 feet of
you, but if they look up and
you're not paying attention,
they'll come and bother you.
Imagine trying. to study when
somebody is pulling your hair,
banging on pots or pans, or
sticking his fmger in you mouth
to feel your' teeth."
After putting Matthew to bed
at 9 or 10 p.m., 'Helene has,
..NLC Installs
Hot Tub
in Basement
Despite numerous delays
caused 'by plumbing, drainage,
and condensation problems, the
National Law Center faculty bot
tub Is finally set to open e .
Although usage will normally be
restricted to faculty members
and their guests, the tub will be
available. fot,students use on
opening day.
Located on the lowest level of
the library' behind a normally
unmarked door, the hot tub is
designed .t o help faculty
members relieve their tenstons,
and to meet on a more relaxea
and informal basis with students
and colleagues. It was a major
and innovative feature in 'the'
building renovation .two years
agob but numerous construction,pro Iems. delayed its formal
opening. ,-- "
Students whovwould like to
tryout the hot. tub on its first
day may do so between ,,3 PM
and midnight. Be sure, to bring' .
a bathrobe, towel and bath
slippers. Opening day, is April
1.1'1986. .,
Her first year or law ,
has tempered her career schOol
Helene says.-"I really wanfoals,
~o into litigation, but litig~·to
IS .de ad l Ine ol'iented a Ion
pressure doesn't go with'haT~at
children. I need a COfll(lan V!ng
!irm that will understand uit ~(
the baby's sick, you have I
take him to Q doctor, and th~~
you have to be home by six
seven.", ~
Helene says there may be
some things the la w scho 1
e o u Id do to help marri~d
s tuden ts, such as makin
arrangement tor convenientday~
care and altering more flexibl
schedules. "I don't think th~
number of married students with
children is so large that it
would be unmanageable,"sre s-id,
GRADUATES
CALL
1-800..457..4065
FOR 400A
CREDITONA
W·FORD
It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company
• YQUmust receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license'
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.
,For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit
• You must have verifi .. '
able employment that
begins within 120 days '
of your qualifying vehi ..
cle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordi ..
nary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
.,. Your credit record, if
you have one, must indi-
cate payment made as
agreed.'
Tuesday, April 1, lH88
• And don't forget ... you
must receive at least a
.'bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between '
October 1, 1985 and Sep ..
tember 30, 1986.
These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EX~
. Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird _
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar,
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F..150 &F ..250
You are eligible for $400
_ even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down pay-
ment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.
The amount of your pre-
approved credit is deter-
mined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.
If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today ..
1..800 ..457..4065
..,
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'Unrest in. Section 14
1 Prof Chandler Criticized
I
;, by Michael Goldsmith
'~ and Robert D. Jacobs
speak properly, he had no
business being in la w schoo l,
*, At another time, Chandler
called another student's
mistaken holding of a case "the
worst construction of that case
in my, eighteen' years of
teaching."
Firs t year students
interviewed for this article were
unwilling to allow the use of
their names, 'citing fears of
reprisal from Chandler. 'One
student said that' the mere
ev idence of such a' fear
illustrates the "extent of the
intimidation that exists in
Chandler's class."
According to sources, a few
weeks ago, ,after a classroom
-'Incident, about eighty Section 14
students met after another class
.to discuss their feelings about .:
Chandler, and possible courses
of action.. Severa I•.students,
advocated a walk-out the next
time Chandler went on one of
his "tirades", as one .source put
it, but other students thought
that could lead ,to reprtsals on
the entire class.
. Instead, a, letter was drafted
and circulated at another class
meeting. Although many
Students thought a letter was
appropriate, few wanted to sign
it again citing fears of
'retaliation by Chandler in the
form of low grades. , Other
students' thought t~at the{;
sho u Id jus t "Ie t things be,'
feeling powerless againsttenured
'prof essors, ,A few others did
not find Chandler's teaching
Belva ccErVeS)~2atNLC·.
by Gail Georgeson activist. Ms. Johnson. qUlck~y
captured the audIence s
'- attention with the story of her
.realization that she was a
'feminist. " . ,
Ms. Johnson sa id she was
driving horne one ev en mg fr~m
'1 !'v10rmonprayer- meet mg dur mg
~hiCh the' congregation was
lectured on why the Church had
denounced the ERA when she
suddenly turned to her h~s~and
and dec lared: " I'm a f emmlSt,a
radical feminist." " . .
, Ms Johnson defines femll1lsm
\ as ";codification of~W W?:nen
view and live in the world e , Her
philosophy is based on the
theory that the "key: t~, the.
disfunctioning of SOCIety ~s the
'patriarchal establishment. Ms.
Johnson -be lieves that, j ne
pa tria rc'hy deve loped f iv e
thousand years ago when m8;~'
conquered woman, and that ,1::>
still rules modern man, s
behavior in the horne as wel~ ~s
in conducting world affaIr:;;.
The oppression of . women IS
essential to the 'patriarchy, ,she
explained, not mg that rape,
incest and pornograpf?Y are
examples of this oppreSSiOn. ~
Ms ,Johnson proposed thret::
ste'ps to eliminate th~
l)atriarchy: First, ":omen mus
k the '''war'' aralllst wU,menma e .., . 'bl Second emlnlsm mustVISl e. ,
change the current value system.
1',h' d to make this changeIr , ' t "learn toossible women mus "
love and respect other women.
Ms.' JOhnson als~ shared her
experiences fightmg .fO'; :~~
ERA and her runnIng'. . 1984' on thereslden t In ," 'd
bitizen'S Party ticket. She. sal~
she felt it was especla y
oignificant that 1984 ma~ked ~~
'~entennial of Be,lva,Loc woo
run fo~ the pr~sldeTlSY. _. "C
The La w Associatioh fO,r_
Women sponsored Be l va-
Lockwood Day on March 12 to
honor the school's first female
zraduate. An annual event, this
year's' celebration was tht: most
extensive in its six year history.
< The theme of the pro~ram was
"Women as Pioneers,' ,in the
spirit of Belva Lo~kwood'S
pioneering 'acc.of!lpllshm,en.ts,
which include gammg adousston
for women to the Supreme Court
Bar in 1879, and r~nning for
President of the Untted States
in 1884. ,
The first part of .the program
was a panel dtscusston Wlt!l two
federal judges, PatriCla Wclldof
the D. C. Circuit, and. .l e an
Bissell of the Federal circuit.
In 197'1, .Judge Wal~ became the
first woman appoint.ed t~ the
D.C. Circuit. She had preViOusly
taken ten years off .from !ler
legal career to' ralse fIve.
chi ldren. She encouraged
students to remember that they
can have both a career and a
family. .'. n
A successful busmesswoma
prior to her appointment t~ the
bench in 19134, ~udge Blssey
advised womt~n trymg to ba'~ce
a career and family not to , feel
lTuilty that you ,didn't mop the
floor this" week or that you
di~Il't f?et A pluses on all you~
brIefs. . 'd th tJUdge Bissell cautiOne, ., ~,
women tend to feel gUIlty' If
the don't give their all to ,b.oth
theIr careers and their famIlies.
"Women are giver~ and we ~ust
not give everythmg away" and
ke~p nothing for ourselves, she
saId., f the
The second par~ 0 -
program featured SonIa .John~ll,
feminist. author and peace
methods. objectionable. -- The
letter was never submitted.
But another incident that
occurred last Thursday has
added new life to the criticism
of Chand Ie r , According to
Chandler's student critics, a
classmate was called upon to
recite a case. Instead of trying
to bluff her way through, the
student rrunkly admitted that
she had read, but not briefed,
the case. Chandler began to
condemn the student for her
lack of preparation, and how
that was 'illustrative of how she
wo uld never succeed as a
lawyer. When Chandler said the
student 'was wasting class time
by being unprepared, the student
responded that perhaps the
Professor was the one wasting
c l ass time. • Livid, Chandler
declared that if the student
wanted a grade for the final
exam it would be "through
administrative channels and not
through my' eva lua t ion of my
examination. "
Reached for com:nent on the
questioning of his instructional
techniques, Chandler explained
his teaching philosophy. He said
his goal as a professor is to
make sure that his students will
be prepared to meet their
professional resf.onsibilities as
attorneys. 'One who is
unprepared to represented his
client Is subject to disbarment,"
said Chandler. "It is important
for' la wyers to demonstrate
habits of diligence ••• I thin),
my role as a professor is to
ensure that students perform
thetrirote diligently."
There may be occasions, such
as illness or certain academic
conf licts, when it is acceptable
for a student to be unprepared,
according to Chandler. But he
J-
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stressed that the proper way to
handle such a situation is to
approach the professor and
explain the situation. Chandler
said this procedure is applicable
to the practice of law. For
example, ,he said, an attorney
with a conflict in court dates
has a responsibility to approach'
the court for reschedulin~.
.Chandler says that it lS the
professor's responsibility to
make clear the rules of the
course, and the student's duty
to follow the rules. itA student
who enrolls in any course or
institution and elects not to
abide by the rules of that
course or institution, should do
as Elliot Richardson did [in
Watergate], and withdraw."
Chandler a lso said it was
important for students to use
words involVing legal concepts
correctly. As an example, he
cited the distinction between
,the legal meanings of the words'
gift' and bailment.' Making
these kind of :nistakes, said
Chandler, "will result in failure
on the bar exam and my exam."
While asserting that he is
sensitive to the feelings of
first-year students, Chandler
emphasized that the professor
must uphold a certain level of
achievement. "The bottom line is
tha tit's a la wyer we're
creating," said Chandler. "The
word should go out from this
place that there's no better
lawyer than a G.W lawyer."
Students in Section 14 do not
deny Chandler's knowledge and
ability. Said one, "when he
stays with the pure socratic
questioning method in class,
points are brought out that no
one had ever thought of before.
It's just when he starts
randomly lashing out at people
that' we feel his conduct is
unjustified. It
y
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Supreme Court to Assess Balance of powers
b GI liar, . decide this case during they enn ras the measure into law or he may upcoming OCtober term.
veto the bill and return it to
Congr-ess with his objections -. If
the bil l is returned, a two thirds
majority of each house can
propel the initiative into lawrregardless of Presidentia
preference. Alternatively, the
President can simply ignore the
bill. If Congress is in session
the measure becomes la w, but if
Congress has adjourned, the
, President, in effecti pockets thebill and tne legis at ion dies.
Unlike a regular Presidential
,veto which is. sent back to
Cap rt ol Hill,' Congress has no
power, to countermand this so-
called pocket veto. ' ,
In Burke v. Barnes, the
Supreme Court is expected to
determine when' the President
can exercise the pocket ,veto
power. The issue is whether
the President may pocket veto
legislation during a
Congressional recess, or whether,
this power is limited to periods
bet ween the adjournment of an
old Congress and the convening
of a new Congress, which occurs
every two years.
A bipartisan coalition of
Congress iona I leaders and
me mb e r s brought su it to
challenge President Reagan's
1983 pocket veto of a measure
'cutting off funds to EISalvador
if human rights conditions were
not improved. - Since the' veto
took place bet ween sessions, of
the same Congress, the
legislators claim the President
uncons ti t u tiona lly restricted
Congressional power to create
laws. ' ,
The Administration points
to a 1929 Supreme Court ruling
allowing a pocket veto between
sessions to justify its position.
The Court he ld that since
neither House can actually
receive a Presidential veto when
it is not in se s s iorr, the
President must be able to pocket
veto tne measure if he does not
wish to sign it.
On the other hand, in 193M
the Court aHo wed Congress to
appoint clerks to receive the
veto when legislators are out of
to wn. The' high court thus
limited the use of the pocket
,veto to, the periods between
Congresses, When, essentially, no
Congress exists to accept the.
veto message. .' .
The U.S. Court of Appeals
Pocket Veto for the Oi,strict of Columbia
A l' t I,C 1 e' 'I 0, f. t h 'e ov~rturned a lower court rulingWhICh had upheld President
Constitution'gives the President Reagan's pocket veto. "" The
three options when he receives appea Is ,court held that the
a bill enacted by :Congress. 'pocket veto could only be used
Within ten day of receiving the bet ween Congresses. The
measure, the President can sign Supreme Court is expected to~--------------_·-·----7-----·_---------_·_~·_----_·_-_·----------------.----.-.----.-.,•
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The Supreme 'Court has
agreed to hear three cases
invo Ivingthorny problems of
separation of powers between
, the President and Congress. Tne.
first involves the constitutional
merits of the Gramm-Rudmann
bi 11, enacted to balance the
federal budget. Another case
concerns the President's ability
to "pocket veto" Congressional
legislation. A third case involves
the so-called, "legislative veto."
Gramm-Rudmann- Hollirigs
The 'Court' will hear
arguments on April 23 to
provide expedited review of
whether a, key section of the
Gramm-Rudmann bill is
constitutional. The controversy
revolves around a legislative
provfsion permitting the General
Accounting Office (GAO), to
determine uniform cuts in the
federal budget which are then
automatically enforced by the
Pres iden t , This measure is
triggered when the Congress and
the President are 'unable to
agree on spending reductions to
achieve a federal deficit of
specif iedlevels.
In early February, a panel
of three federal judges ruled
that the automatic spending cuts
-were unconstitutional, though
the decision did not strike down
any other aspects of the
legislation. The panel did not
dispute Congressional authority
to delegate budget decisions to
the executive branch. Rather,
the judges focused on the
ability of Congress to discharge
the Comptro ller General, who is
in charge of the GAO, and,
hence, responsible for devising
the budget cuts. The panel
concluded that the separation of
powers between, the executive
. and legislative branches would
be compromised by conferring
executive powers to-' the
Comptroller General. However1the judges stayed the effect or
their decisLon pending the
appeal to the Supreme Court.
Should the hi~h court agree
with the panels decision, the '
Gramm-Rudmann measure
contains alternate means of
expediting the uniform bUdget
reductions.
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Legislative Veto
The Supremt; Court c;lisallowf~d
the use of a Cong~essl(:mal veto,
written into leglsl~tlOn,. o,,:er
administrative act tons 111 Its
1983 decision in Immigration and
Naturalization Service v: OJ/Kbl.
In the upcoming term, the court
will examine tfie constitutional
propriety of the over 200 Ia WB
enacted prior to 1983 that
contain legislative veto
provisions in Alaska Airlines v;
Brock. '
Prior to Chadha, Congress
often inserted provisions
allowing either one or both
houses to veto regulations issued
by administrative departments
and agencies. The high court
.r-uIe d that such enactments
.unconst it.ut ional ly infringe on
the authority of the executive
branch. As a result, fourteen
airlines brought suit in 1984
against Labor Secretary Brock
claiming that a legislative veto
included in an employee
protection provision in the
Airline Derel;{ulation Act of 197~
(PL 95-504) IS unconstitutional.
The U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for the District of
Co Iumb ia ruled against the
airlines. Tne court decided that
the veto could be severed from
the measure. Furthermore, the
airlines could not prove that
Congress would not have
enacted the employee protection
plan if it had known that the
.ve to would have been struck
down. ThUS, the court said, the
plan' is constitutional, though
the veto itself cannot ~ useci.
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Commercial Paper 3
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Lawand Medicine 3
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UnfairTradePractices
Wills,Trustsand Estates
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Law Review
Changes
Policy (again!)
The edi tors of the L
;{eview announced last a~
that a,nother change has ~~el(
.nade In the se lection procen
for r rrst year stUdents. ess
It has been decided that
nembership will be based o~elV
rat to of seventy percent writ' a
.,ki 11, and thirty percent gradlIlg
The editors Celt that sl'nes.
L R,,· ceaw eview 1S a publicati
more e.mphasis ~hould be Plltcoed
.)11 wrl~mg sk il ls, AlSO,the
assuropt ron was made that the
eople with the higher grade~
are probably the better writers
as weII, and so the change in
policy will not effect t~ qualityor those accepted.
Tn-: editors have also madeit
clear that they stili intend to
dcceRt twen~y percent of this
year s app l icants on writing
alone, Ablcrombe Hansard IIi.
:;po~ts ed itor for the La~
1evlew, said that other criteria
ire being considered Cor next
jear'sselection process. One
.)ossibility under considerationis
to admit ten percent on the
oasis of :nonetary donations to
the la w school. Whether these
would be parental donationsora
corn..nitment oC future earnings
is uncertain at this point.
YOUR
MONEY
OR YOUR
LIFE.
3
3
4
SUMMER SESSION II
,July 1 to August 11
COURSE CREDITS
AdministrativeLaw 3
Comparative Law 3
FederalCourts 3
Federal IncomeTaxation
of Individuals
InternationalLaw
Legal Issuesin
Public Education
LegislativeProcess
4
3
3
3
r---
Tuesday, Aprill, 1913(;
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A Message From Dean Valdez
••~ by MarlelUi Valdez,
Al~ .:of you except those
leavmg our ranks (by graduation
or otherwise) will be
preregistering· for next year
March 31 through April 9. As
you plan your schedules, you
may want to keep these hints in
mind.
1. Requirements. Assuming
you have. completed the first
year curriculum, the following
course~ 'are required for
graduatlOn.
(a) Evidence..
(b) Professional Responsibility.
ThIS course has been increased
to two credits beginning next
fa ll. .
Pock Reviews Bar
Requirements
by Elizabeth Mac~egor
In a pre-registration
advising .session on Thursday,
March 27, Professor Maximilian
Pock discussed "Course Selection
in Preparation for the Bar
Exam.' He 'described an
approach that would help a
student choose courses necessary
for the bar exam while meeting
their own interests. '
Pock suggested that student
make three lists of courses: the
"must" list, the "should". list,
and the "personal interest" list.
From these lists, along .with
adv ice on instructors and
courses acquired through the
"grapevine", the student can
make course selections.
Pock suggested a number of
courses for the "must" list that
appear on rnany··sta test bar
exams.'. These courses Include
Corporations, Conflict of Laws,
Administrative Law, Commercial
Paper,. Sales and Sales
Financing·, Creditor's and
Debtor's Rights, Trusts and
Estates I, Feaeral Income
Taxation, Remedies or an Equity
course, and Professional
Responsibility. Pock stressed.
the impor-tance of checking bar
re qu t r e me n t s to see what
subjects are covered by
individual states. This
information is available on bar
review course literature.
On the "should" list Pock
suggested Advanced Civ it
Procedure, Trusts 'and Estates 11,
Estate and Gift Taxation (taken
following Trusts and Estates I),
Insurance (included in many
Contracts and Evidence
questions on bar exams), and
Agency and Partnership. .
Pock encouraged students to
pursue their personal interests
with their remaining time at the
NLC. He also strongly
recommended that all students
take a bar review course in
final preparation for the bar exam.
Schechter Argues for
Generalist Approach
by Elizabeth MacGregor
"The Argument for a
Generalist Program" was the
topic of a pre-registration
a dv is ing session. given by
Professor Roger Schechter on
Tuesday,.March 25 •. Professor
Schechter suggested courses that
a law student should. take to
pursue a course of study that
w0 u 1dp r 0 vi de a broad
background in the law.
Schechter began by
describing two mode Is of Iega l
study. One approach, takIng
many c lasses in one area, ~ou}d
provide the s tuden t ~Vlth a
specialized educatlOn 10 one
area similar to a trade school.
Whiie this may· be a good
approach for· tho~e .wishing to
practice in speclahzed areas
such as Pa ten t La w, . the
approach sacrif ices flexibility,
and the black letter.rules the
approach stresses may become
obsolete. ' ,
Instead Professor Schechter
suggested ihat manyst':!dents
would benefit' by takIng a
generalist approach. By
pursuing a program <;>fsurvey
courses ·in many subjects, the
student can 'meet more
ins tructors, learn more legill
~eas~ning skills, and use the
ImagInatIOn.. ...
The courses recommended by
Professor Schechter cover many
areas. First, Schechter
discussed the. requirements a
student must take at the NLC.
These inc ludeEvidence, Ethics,
Lega 1 WI' iti n g , and a
Perspectives course. Schechter
then suggested the student take
the courses strongly
recommended· by the NLC
faculty.. These courses are
Corporations, Tax,
Administrative Law, and Trusts
and Estates I. He also advised
·students to take the
recommended courses. These are
Conflict of Laws, Labor Law,
Antitrust, and Remedies. He
emphasized that none of these
courses have pre-requisites, and
that any of them could be taken
as early as fall of the second
year.
.. Schechter also suggested
two courses in the area of
commercial law Sales and Sales
Financing and Cornr,nercial P~r,
as necessary for tne generahst
legal education.
. Schechter then advised that
students take a comparative or
international law course and
domestic relations. He also
recommended some type of le~al
clinic work. With the credIts
lef t, . Schechter encouragt:d
students to pursue courses 10
any area that may be of
interest.
on Course Selection
(e) Perspective course. The
current list of acceptable
pe rspe c t ive courses includes
JurIsprUdence, Comparative Law,
Compar-at ive Labor Law Seminar,
A~erIcan Legal Hi,Hory, The
Cr ime Lab, Law and Criminology
I or II, Law and Medicine) Law
and Psychiatry, The Legal
Process, Science and the Legal
Process, or United Nations Law
and World Order.
. (c;1) Legal Writing. You may
sattsry the senior legal writing
r e qutr ement by completing a
semrnar or other course in
which you write a research
paper, by participating in uwer-
class Moot Court, by serving on
the Law Review or Journal of
International Law and
Economics, or by prepar ing a
research paper under
independent study with a full-
time faculty member. It is my
personal view that you should
consider preparing a paper
independent study or in a small
seminar. It gives you the untque
opportunity to work closely WIth
a professor in an area of
interest to you.
2. Strongly Recommended
Courses. The faculty passed a
resolution last fall recommending
that all students take
Administrative Law, Federal
Income Taxt. Corpor at ions, and
Trust and t;States I prior to
graduation. These courses are
not required, but you will find
them useful as matter in what
area of law you practice. I)) not
take all four of these courses in
one semester unless you have
found law school to be less than
the challenge you expected.
3. Recommended Courses. The
faculty also recommends that
you take most of the following
courses.
{
a) Conflicts.
b) Labor Law.
c) Federal Antitrust.
(d) Remedies.
(e) One or more of the basic
UCC courses: Sales and Sales
Finance, Commercial Paper, and
Creditors' and Debtors' Rights. I
think it is helpful to have at
least one UCC course even if
you do not intent to practice in
the business or commercial law
area.
4. Investigate the Clinics. Th~
law school offers a number of
clinics, some focusing on
liti~ation and some Involving
bus mess and administrative
work. They will give you
practical experience, improve
your confidence, and help you
relate your more theoretical and
abstract classes to real cases
and people.
5. Bar Courses. I do not
be lieve that you take every
course you think will be tested
on the Bar exam. Take courses
because the topic stimulates you
or because it will contribute to
your receiving a well-rounded
education. ProC. Pock gives a
talk each year and prepares a
handout on courses to take for
the bur. [See related story, same
page.] If you haven't alr~ady
attended this session, talk to
one of your friends who did or
ask Prof. Pock. If you have
taken most of strongly
recommended and recommended
courses, the Bur Review course
will teach whatever you need to
know about individuul state
practice to pass the Bur. That's
why you pay $700 for it.
6. Electives. Take at least one
course every semester Cor the
sheer pleasure oC it--bccause
you like the professor, because
the subject mutter excttes you,
because it doesn't fit into your
carefully designed career plan.
You may be surprised by what
you learn.
1. Day/Night Courses. Full-
time day students muy take
courses at night aCter the first
year. However, the mlljority of
your hours must be in the day.
a 7/7 split is not acceptable. If
an evening course is
oversubscribed, dlly students will
be the Cirst to be removed.
·8. Accuracy. When you wulk
into preregister, carerutty check
all course names and numbers
and section numbers. Nothing is
more frustrating to all of us
who work In registration than
to discover you signed up for
Section 11 but attended Section
12 all semester. It Is your
responsibility to check the
accuracy ot the registration
materials you rece Ive this
summer and to conrtrm that
your name is on the class.
rosters next lall.
Hawy Ihmtlng!
edule Changes
Spring Additions
ecent
Due to the addit ion of
Professor David Barnes, the
following changes have been
made to the schedule:
Fall Additions
452-20 Federal Antitrust, Bames.
Th,F 5:50-'Z:40. Exam Thurs,
Dec. 11, 6:30 p.m.
454-10 Produ~ts Liability,
Barnes. M,IV1:10-2:00. Exam
Fri., Dec. 12, 9 a.m.
222-20 Professional
Responsibility, Sharpe, Th 5:50-
7:40
Fall Cancellations
222-20 ProCessional
Responsibility, Cibinic
380-20 Remedies, Sharpe
50:3-20 Statistics and the Law,
Barnes. F 5:50-7:40. Exam
Tues., May 5, 6:30 p.m. This is
another new t >vohour cours!::.
Description: Case method
approach to using statistical
analysis in provin~ legal issues.
Emllloyment desCrlmination, civil
rights and regulatory law cases
are considered. For students
who are afraid ol numbers.
502-10 Economic Planning and
the Law, Barnes. MW 9:10-
10:00. Exam Mon., May 4, 9
a.rn. This is a new two hour
course. Description: Theoretical
applications of economic analysl.s
in the stUdy oC legal problems
and legal institutions. Social
welfare theory and basic micro-
economic theory are uSl!d to
explore the common laW. For
s tuden ts with no previous
economic tr!tining.
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The New.Professors
by Ken Brothers
The National Law Center has invited eight
new individuals to teach full-time for the 1986-
87 school year. One has been' awarded full
tenure; two. have obtained tenure track
aPfointments; and five are visiting for par.t or
al ·of the school year. .
In alphabetical order, they are: . .
David W~Barnes, visiting Professor of Law,
from Syracuse. Born 1950.
Scholastic: A.B., 1972 Dartmouth College; I
M.A.,1977, Virginia Polytec~ic Institute & State
University; J.D., 1979l Pennsylvania; Ph.D., 1980,Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University.
Admitted PA 1979. .
Professional: . Assistant Professor of
Economics, Maxwell School, Syracuse University
1979-82; Assistant Professor, Syracuse, 1979-83;
Acting Director, Center for Interdisciplinary
.Legal Studies, Syracuse'. Visiting Associate
Professorl. New Mexico, 1984-85; Professor of
.Law and Bconomrcs, Syracuse, since 1985. .
Subjects: Antitrust, Social Science & Legal.
Research, Torts, Trade Regulation.
. Publications: Statistics as Proof:
Fundamentals of Quantitative Evidence, 1983;
Statistical Evidence in Litigation: Methodology,
Procedure and Practice, 1985. .
Member: Law and Sociology Association; Phi
Beta KaJ?pa; American Economics Association
Acting Director, Center' for Interdisciplinary.
Studies, 1983-84; Consultant, Federal Judiciary
Center, 1984-85. .
. Jolm Bodner, Jr., Visiting Howrey Professor
of Trial Advocacy, 1986-87. Born 1927.
Scholastic: Cornell; J.D., 1953, Northwestern
University;M.L.A., 1969, Johns Hopkins
University.- Bigelow Teaching Fellow, University
of Chicago Law School, 1953-54.
Professional: Justice Department, Antitrust
Division, 1954-56; Private Practice, Howrey &
Simon (partner), since 1956; Lecturer, George
Washington University, 1960-611 since 1978;Lecturer,Universitlf of Virginia, 966-80.
Publications: Author of numerous articles
on antitrust law and litigation practice."
Member: American Bar Association (Member
of . the Council of the Antitrust Section;
Chairman of the Committee on Rights of the
Accused of the Section of Individual Rights and
Responsibilities); Federal Bar Association; District
of Columbia Bar Association (Board of DlrectorsI/Junior Bar Section, 1961-63; Chairman, Civi
Rights Committee, 1963-67)h' Attorney General's
Committee on Poverty and t e Administration of
Criminal Justice, 1963; Executive Director,
Committee on the Administration of Justice
During Emergency Condit Ions, 1968-69; Board of
Directors, Washington area Council on
Alcoholism, 1968-69' Chairman, Board of
Directors, Neighborhood Legal Services Project,
1969. .' .
Charles B. Craver, Professor of Law. Born
1944. ...
Scholastic: B.S., 1967, Masters of Industry
and, Labor Relat tons, 1968, Cornell; J.D., 1971,
Michigan. Note and Comment Editor, Mich. L. Ra.
Acln1itted CA 1973._'.- ,
Professional: Law Clerk, Judge George E.
MacKinnon, U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit,
1971-72; Private Practice, Morrison & Forester,
San Francisco, CA.; Lecturer, Cal. .Berkeley,
1973-74; Assistant Professor, Univ, of Florida,
1974-?5; Associate Prof.ess,or 1~75,-76; Visiting
Assocrate Professor, Umv. of Vugmia, 1976-77;
Professor, Cal. Davis1 1977-82; Professor, Univ.of Il Ilnots, since 198z.
. Subi'ects: Criminal Law· Comparative
Industria Relations; Employment biscrimination;
Labor Arbitration and Collective Bargaining·
Labor Law; Labor Law and Public Policy; Lawyer
as Negotiator, Public Sector Labor Relations.
Publfcat tonse Labor Relations Law in the
Public Sector (with Edwards and Clark), 2d ed.,
1979, 3d, ed., 1985; Employment Discrimination
Law (with Smith and Clark), 2d ed., 1982; Labor
Relations Law (with Smith, Merrifield & St.
Antoine), 7th ed., 1984.
Member: Order of the Coif; ALI· Industrial
Relations Research Association; ABA (Labor
Relations Law; Criminal Law Section Member);
National Labor Arbitration Panel; America
Arbitration Association; National Mediation
Board; Consultant, Florida Public Employee
.Relatfons Committee, 1974-76.
'Go to page 11, col. 2
The SBA Course
Evaluations
coq>iled by Ken Brothers
The SBA has completed the
tabulations of the computer
course evaluations for fall
semester. We are printing seven
selected responses to assist
students in registration;
however, the computer results
form only half of the SBA
evaluation. The SBA has in'
their office the written
comments for each of the
courses; students are advised to
examine those comments to get
a complete view of the course·
and professor ratings •
KEY TO QUESTIONS:
1) / Would you recommend this
course? '
1 = Highly recommended; 2 =
Useful, but not "highly
r,ecommended;'" 3 = Only if
you're interested in the field;
4 = Required; 5 = Not to my
worst enemy.
2) Based on what I have beard,
the exam will be:
E = essay; C == combination of
objective and essay; M =
multiple choice/objectiye; P =
grade determined by paper. '
3) My overall grade for the
course ~ ,
Answer corresponds to typical
.letter grade scale..
Aron _
Banzhaf
Barron
Blake
Block
Block
Boswell
Boswell
Brown
Brunner
497-25
207-12
352-10
395-20
420-10
426-10
302-21
360-10
408-10
220-13
, 372-12
203-11
390-12
390-20
. 220-14
327-11
.378-10
332-10
372-20
480-10
535-20
.207-14
523-20
334-20
565-20
327-12
334-21
543-20
560-20
220-16
220-15
549-20
578-20
510-20
570-20
546-20
584-20
303-10
586-20
220-11
440-10
440-20
304-20
582-20
305-20
330-10
464-20
524-20
203-13
487-20
., Carroll
Carroll
Chandler, J.
Chandler, J.
Chandler, T.
Cheh
Cheh-
Clark
Clark
Courtless
Cripe
, Dienes
DuRoss
Flyer
Fruchterman
Green
Green
Hedeman
Hefter
Henchey
Highsmith
Hollis
Hopkins
Horton
Hsia
Kirby
Levine
Lewis, Singer
Lieber
Littman
Mallison
-Mallison
Markey
McCoy
Melson
Merrifield
Miller
Morris
Nash
Nash
4) 1be reading assignments fOr
the course were: .
1 = too short; 2 = about right.
3 = somewhat long; 4 = much
too long.
5) Did the professor's style
hold your attention?
1 = yes; 1.2 = most of the
time; 1.5 = getting boring; 1.8 :::
a great class for sleeping; 2 :::
no.
6) . Was the professor
approachable and available lor
individualized help?
1 = yes; 2 = no. (A higher
number indicates some students
felt the professor was difficult
to contact.)
7) Overall grade of professor:
Answer corresponds to typical
letter grade scale
Q;
'8
=Sm. Bus. Clinic ·2.8
Torts 4.0
Pub. Pol. Mass Med. 2.5
Estate Planning 2.1
Fed. Income Tax 1.5
Tax-Sub. S 2.6
Trial Practice Ct. 1.5
Immigration 2.5
Land Deve lr 1.1
Legal Research 4.0
P . B-, 2.8
E,C B 2.1
E B 2.8
E,P A- 3.0
E,C A- 2.1
E A- 2.1
P B 1.9
E B+ 2.0
P A 2.2
P C+ 2.1
Cornm, Paper
Contracts
T & E
T & E (Night)
Legal Research
Corps. .
Creditors Rights
Banking
Comrn, Paper
Police & Cornm,
1.9
4.0
1.6
2.2
4.0
1.5
2.1
1.7
1.2
3.3
E
E
E
E
P
C
M
E
C
P
B+A-
Bolo
C+B-
8
B
A-
A-B-
2.1
2.5
2.2
3.0
2.3
2.3
2.1
2.0
2.3
2.1
Crim. Corrections, 1.5 E A- 2.3 1.2
Torts Information unavailable
NLRB Procedures 2.6 P Bolo 3.2 1.3
Bus. Planning 2.3 P A- 2.4 1.0
Human Rights 2.7 P Colo 2.7 1.5
Corps. 1.5 E B 2.9 1.2
Bus. Planning 2.6 P B 2.4 1.4
Water Resources 2.0 E A- 3.4 1.0
U.S. Trademark 2.6 E B- 2.9 1.2
Legal Research 4.0 P C 2.2 1.9
Legal Research 4.0 P B 2.2 1.2
Energy 3.7 E J)+ 3.4 1.6
Tax Exempt Orgs, 2.3E C B 2.5 1.2
Admin. Practice 3.0 E' B- 3.0 1.6
Chinese Law 2.7 P B- 2.3 1.5
Nat. Resource Law 2.5 E B 2.3 1.2
TaX-Cap. Gain 2.8 E C+ 2.6 1.3
.MediatIOn 1.8 P B+ 2.0 1.1
Tax Deferred Comp, 2.7 E .8 2.2 1.4
Legal Research 4.0 P A- 2.2 1.1
Int'l Law (Day) 2.8 E C+ 2.8 1.5
Int'l Law (Night) 2.6 E 8- 2.8 1.5
Appellate Prac, 2.6 P B- 1.8 1.1
Charitable Tax 2.6 C,P B- 1.8 1.5
Adv. Crim, Proc, 2.3 C B 2.8 1.2
Labor 2.8 E C+ 2.8 1.7
Patent 2.9 C,M C+· 1.8 1.6
Equal Emp. ~p. 2.3 E B 3 4 1.2
Contracts 4.0 E 8 2:2 1.3
Gov't. Procure. 2.8 E B 2.7 1.4
s:o-E-l
Z
5
Q
5=
1.5 1.0 C+
1.3 1.5 B-
1.3 1.1 B
1.0 1.0 A-
1.0 1.0 A-
1.0 1.0 A-
1.2 La B+
1.1 1.1 Bi-
i.i 1.0 A
1.6 1.0 B-
1.0 1.0 A-
1.0 1.0 A
1.1 1.2 B+
1.4 1.5 C+
1.5 1.0 B
1.4 1.1 B
1.5 1.1 B
1.0 1.0 A
1.1 1.0 A
1.5. 1.0 B-
1.0 A-
1.0 A-
1.0 A
1.1 B-
1.0 B+
1.3 B
1.0 A-
1.2 B
1.1 C
1.0 A-
1.8 1)+
1.2 B+
1.0 C+
1.1 B-
1.1 B
1.4 C
1.0 B+
1.1 B
1.0 A-
1.2 C
1.0 B-
1.0 B
1.1 B-
1.1 B
1.1 C+
1.2 C+
1.0 B+
1.0 :
1.1
. . ~ r:
New .Professors .(cont 'd ) ,..eAdvoe.te:·p~~.e~
From page 10 •
~ Sc h o l~stic: B. S•., .1957; J.D., 1963,
Conncct icutj M.A. 1968; Tr ini ty College' Diploma
de. Droit Compare, 197:3, Strasbourg, ,l;sociate
Editor, Conn. L. Rev. Admitted CT 1973
AUd!teur, ~'~cademie de Oroi~ Int'l de l~ Haye:
19n, 1982, Graduate Resident University
Iberoamericana (Mexico), 1978-79. '
Professional: Private Practice Hartford
CT, 1963-~5; Attorney, Law Departme~t, Phoenl~
Mutual Life Insurance Co., 1965-66; Assistant
Dean & .Assoctate Professor, Connecticut, 1966-
68; . Vlsltmg Assoe iate Professor, Univ. of
Ftor ida, 1968-69; Associate Professor 1969-71'
Pr~fessor, ~ince 1971; Visiting Professo~, National
Univ, of L;osta Rica, 1970; Director, Mexican-
. Guatemalan Summer Law Program Escuela Libre
de I?erecho, Mexico City & 'Univ. Rafael
Landivar, Guatemala City, 1970-81; Of Counsel,
Ogarrio y Diaz, Mexico City, since 1977; Visiting
Professor, Duke, 1984; Visiting Professor, Univ.
of Frank ort, 1984.
. Subjects: Corporations; Corporation
Fmancej Comparative Law; International Basiness
Transactions; International Law; Joint Ventures
in Mexico.
Publications: The Cuban Nationalizations:
The , Demis~ .of Foreign Private Property, 1976;
Mexlcan ClVII Code, 198Q6'International Business
Transactions: A Problem riented Casebook (with
Fols0!l1. & Spanolge),. 1985; Comparative Le~al
TradltlOns: Texts, Materials & Cases (wlth
Glendon & Osakwe), 1985.
Member: American Foreign Law Association' .
ASIL; British Institute of International &
Comparative Law Contributing Editor, The'
Lawyer of the Americas, 1973-74; Adv. Bd.
Syracuse Journal of International Law and
Commerce, since 1975; Board of Editors, UCLA
Pacif ic Basin Law Journal, since 1982.
. Gerald P. Johnson, Visiting Professor of Law,
sprlOg semester, from Washington (St. Louis).
Birth date unavailable.
. Scholastic: B.A:.!1959, Wesleyan Univ.; LL.B.,
1962, Duke. Note editor, Duke L. J. .
Professional: Private Practice, O'Meleny (\
Meyers, Los Angeles, 1962-63; Jones, Day, Reavis
- & Pogue,' Washington, D.C., Associate, 1963-68
Partner, 1969-78j Associate Professor, Univ. of.
Kentucky, 1971:1-li3'Visiting Instructor Univ. of
Cincinnati, 1982/' Visiting Professor, \~ashington
Univ. (St. Louis, 1983-84.1.Professor, since 191:14.
Subjects: Property, Trusts & Estates I & I I
Estates and Estate Planning, Professional
Responsibility, Legal Malpractice.
Publications: "Legal Malpractice in Estate
Planning: Perilous Times Ahead for
Practitioners," 67 Iowa L. Rev. 629 (1982);
"Attorney Accountability in Kentucky -- Liability
to Clients and Third Parties," 70 Ky. L. J. 747
(1982); "Reducing the Risk of Estate Planning
MalJi>ractice," 9 Est. G. & Tr. J. 36 (1984); "An
EthlCal Analysis of Common Estate Planning
Practices -- Is Good Business Bad Ethics?" 45
Ohio L. J. 57 (1984!i "Avoiding Malpractice
Claims That Arise uut of Common Estate
Planning," 63 TAXES 780 (Nov. 1985).
Member: AALS, Section on Donative
Transfers, Fiduciaries & Estate Planning
(Executive Committee, 1985-86); Order of the
Coif, Phi Beta Kappa.
Lynn A. Stout, Associate Professor. Birth
date unavailable.
Scholastic: A.B., (summa cum laude), 1979;
M.P.A., 1982, Princeton; J.D., 1982, Yale. Senior
Editor, Yale L. J.
Professional: unavailable
Subjects: unavailable
l
I,;,'
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Michael .W. Gordon Visiting Lyle ·T.
Aberson Professor of Law ~ 1986-87, from Univ,
of Florida. Born 1935.' ,
~
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I
--Students should note that
some course numbers no longer
corro.spond to the 1984-85
buUetm. Do not rely on the
bulletin for accurate course
numbers. _Courses with different'
numbers mclude:
Law~~~eth B. Germain, Visiting Professor of
A B' m Kentucky. Born 1945. Sc ho las t l '"J:D: ~~~g~ cu~ •laude), 1~~~6,Rutgers COlle~~;
N Y 1 ' • ew ark !Jlllverslty; Associate Editor
• • J. L. Rev:; Admitted CA,·1970; KY, 1981. '
B Pr o r e s s Iona t i Instructor, Indiana-
P10~ rn i n g t o n, 1969-71; Visiting Associate
pro essor, ~entucky, 1971-72; Assistant
proiessor, 1972-74; Associate Professor 1974-80'
~~o essor, 1980-84; CounseltKing & ' SchickU'l~~~~1982; Alumni Professor, Kentucky, sinc~
: SUbjec~s: Contracts; Copyright & Patent
Law, Remt;dle~; Torts; Unfair Trade Practices.
Publtcat tonss Trademark Law Handbook
lW9~1-82; -1982-83; 1983-84 & 1984-85 (with
emberg).
Member: Phi Beta Kappa.
.course
Corporations
Securities
Regulation
SEC Aspects of
Corp. Finance
Gov't Contracts
Seminar
New'
325
326
327
490
Reg. Con1munication
Common. Carriers - 572
Course
Evaluations
(cont'd.)
Nash 541-10 Gov't. Relations 1.7, P A- 2.9 1.0 1.0 A
Osborn, Witlin 552-20 Int'IUnions 2.9 ~G A- 3.0 1.0 1.0 A-
Park 342-12 Admin. Law 2.1 B- 2.5 1.3 1.1 B
Park 442-11 . Jurisprudence 2.5 E,P B 2.7 1.1 '1.0 B+
Pock 203-12 Contracts 4.0 M N- 2.1 1.0 1.1 A-
Pock 203-20· Contrac·ts (Night) 4.0 M B+ 2.4 1.0 1.2 A-
Pock 440-10 Conflicts 2.0 1;1 B 2.1- 1.0 1.2.. A-
Potts 434-20 Dom. "Relations 2.6 EtC C+ 2.1 1.4 1.1 B-
~.Ramundo· '569-~0 Soviet Law 2.3' E,P 'B \ 1.9 1.1 1.0 B+
Raven- Hansen 342-11 Admin. Law :1.4 E,C A- 2.3 1.1 1.0 A-
Raven-Hansen 344-10 Sem. Admin. Law 2.4 P B+ 3.1 1.1 1.0 A-
Reitze 207-20 Torts 4.0 C,M B 2.1 1.3 1.0 B+
Reitze 410-10 Environ. Law 2.1 ECM B+ 2.2 1.2 1.0 B+
Rothschild 338-20 - ..Labor Law 1.9 E B+ 3.0 1.1 1.1 B+
Rothschild 370-11 Sales 1.6 E B+ 2.2 1.1 1.0
A-
Savelson 415-20 Occ. Safe & Health 2.5 E,C B+. 2.2 1.2 1.2
B+
Schecter 450-11- Unfair Trade 1.7 E B+ 2.2 1.0 1.1 A-
Schecter - 450-12 Unfair Trade 1.8 E B+ 2.a 1.0 1.1
A-
Seidelson 207.-13 Torts 4.0 E -B 2.3 1.1 1.1
B+
Schiller 322-11 Agency 2.6 E C+ 1.7 1.5 1.1
C+
Schiller 322-20 Agency 2.3 E C+ 1.9 1.5 1.1
C+
Schiller ·382-10 Insurance 2.6 E C+ 1.8 1.5
1.1 C+
Schiller 382-20 Insurance 3.0 E C .1.7
1.5 1.0 C+
Schwartz, J. 211-20 Property 4.0 E,C C+ 3.4
1.5 1.1 C+
Schwartz, J. 342-13 Admin. Law 2.4 E C+ 3.1 1.7
1.1 C
Schwartz, T. 207-11 Torts 4.0 E
B+ 2.0 1.5 1.0 B+
Seiaelson 440-20 Conflicts 1.8 E
B+ 2.1 1.1 1.1 B+
Seligman 327-20 Corps. 1.3 E
A- 2.6 1.0 1.1 A-
Sharpe 322-20 Agency 2.3 E
C+ 2.1 1.4 1.1 C+
Sharpe 380-20 Remedies 2.4 E
8- 2.2 l.6 1.1 B-
Sharpe 472-10 Law & Medicine 2.9 E
C+ 1.9 1.5 1.1 C+
Sims 424-10 Tax-Corp. Share
2.8- E B'" 2.0 1.1 1.2 B-
Sirulnik 215-14 Crim. Law 4.0
E B 1.9 1.1 1.1 B+
Smiley 588-20 .Sein. Tax Prac. 2.3
C,M A- 2~3 1.1 1.0 A-
Solomon 327-12 Corps. l.5
E B- 2.9 1.7 1.1 B-
St. Antoine 203,:,14 Contracts 4.0
E A- 2.5 1.0 1.0 A
St.Antoine 341-10 Sem. Labor Law 2.5
P A- 2.0 1.0 1.1 A
Starrs 215-11 Crim. Law 4.0
C C+ 2.2 1.2 1.5 C+
Steinhardt 566-20 Int'l Air &, Space 2.4
E B 2.3 1.2 1.0 B+ .
Swails 581-20 Tax-State & Local 2.3 P B 2.0 1.0
1.0 A
Tilner 220-21 Legal Research
4.0 P B 2.5 1.2 1.0 8+.
Tobias 521-20 Labor Relations
2.2 P B+ 2.8 1.0 1.0 A-
Transgrud. 308-10 Adv. Civ. Pro •.
1.8 E A- 2.2 '1.1 1.0 A-
308-20 Adv. Civ.Pro. 1.7 E
A- 2.2 1.0 1.0 A
Transgrud
220-12 Legal Research 4.0 P
C -2.3 1.7 1.0 C+
Vetter 4.0 P B 2.4 1.4 1.0 B+
Vetter 620-20 Le~. Rsch. (For.) C C+ 2.0 1.7 1.1 C+
Weaver 390-11 T E
2.2
" 'Community Prop. 3.3 E .C- 2.0 1.6
1.3 C
Weaver 394-20 Unfair Trade . 2.4 E B- 2.5 1.6 1.0 B-Weston 450-20 2.3 E B+ 2.4 1.4 1.0 8+
Weston 452-10 Fed. Antitrust
591-20 Sem. Leg. Draft. 2.6
P C+ 2.4 104 1.2 B-
Woodman C+
215-13 Crim. Law
. 4.0 E,C B- 2.2 1.5 1.1
Zenoff Prof. Resp.· 4.0 E
C- 2.3 1.7 1.1 C
Zenoff 222-10 1.2 C A- 2.0 1.0 1.0 A
Zubrow 370-12 Sales 1.0 A-. Sales (Night) 1.5 C B+ 2.1 1.0
~I Zubrow 370-20 1.7· E,C B+ . 2.1 1.0 1.0
A-
Zubrow 372-11 ('-omm.
Paper
_____________ nl!l&IJlllIliMLtld!llUII!!" ~.I·II:liIBI:;lb.S!~
.... Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Associate Professor.
Born 1951.
Scholastic: B.A. (summa cum laude), 1972,
Yale' J.D. (cum laude), 1975, Harvard.
Professional: Private Practice, Arent, Fox,
Kintner, plotkin & Kahn! Washingtory, D.C.,
Associate, 1975-77, 1971J-'19j Turner K.enneth
Brown (London), 1977-78; Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue, Washington, D.C., Associate, 1979-84,
Partner, since .1985.
Subjects: unavailable
publications: "Lawyers and the Practice of
La w in En~land: One American Visitor's
Observations' (pts.1-:l)1 13 Int'1 Law. 719 (1979),
14 Int'l Law. 171, 38J (1980); "The Interstate
Banking Controversy: President Carter's
McFadden Act Report" l with James F. SeW, 99
Bank. L. J. 722 (1982); "The Case"for the Validity
of State Regional Banking Laws, 18 Loy. L.A. L.
Rev. 1017 (1985).
by Robert D. Jacobs
In 1949, a man from
Independence, MO was
President, Fairfax County was
'out in the countrY'z..the Blue.
Line to Addison Road was
.rne re Iy some urban planI!-er's
far-fetched dream,- and David B.
Weaver was in' his·firstyear as
a law professor at GWU. .
Today,. in 1986 the White
House has gO,ne. HollY~ooc;t,
Fairfax .'County s populat Ion IS
approaching?OO,OOO, the. metro-.
'rall system IS celebratmg ten
years of operation, with renewed
hopes for the Green Line, and
Prof. DavidB. Weaver IS nearmg
the end of a 37 year teachmg
career at the NLC. .
,. A native of the Buckeye
state, having grown up in
.Cleve land. Heights! Weaver
received hlSB.A. rrom Ohio
WesleyanUniversit~ in 1943, and
following some ml1itarydut¥,
received his J.D. from what IS
• now Case Westerh Reserve
,University, in, June, 1948.' He
joined the, law faculty at GWU
the following year.
During his teaching career,
Weaver has taught many
different'courses. Those he has
taught the longest include
Trusts and. Estates and .courses
with a strong tax alernent , . ,
Looking fit and . trim in a
recent interview, as he reflected
over the many' changes> he has
seen take place at NLC,Weaver
hardly appeared like someone
about to retire. He noted'
several changes that were most
prominent in his. mind. . ...
"The physf ca l" f acf Ht ies
have been greatly expanded. We
had the same number of
'students in 1949 (as today), 17
full-time faculty, and theenttre
operation was conducted 10
.Stockton Hall. This su~~ests
the scope' of the change. He
concluded, "The facilities now
are appropr-Iate ,for the school
we aspire to be.
Weaver indicated that
another major change. he has
witnessed has been the Increased
demand for a legal education.
He said, "This school, as have
all law schools, has benefitted
from increased interest in legal
education. This has allowed law
schools to be more selective."
While this has certainly
been a plus for ~egal educat Ion,
Weaver stated It also has ItS
downside. Weaver said, "I don't
feel the information .:used in
selecting students is totally
, .successfuL as a predictor of
one's capacity to be a good
~~~~er~e~o~e Jh~C:f:l:.tO~~,jW~ For those interested in
may be devoting too ~reat a starting your own law practice,
proportion of (soctety sl top a forum entitled "Buildin~ Your
people to, the law." . Weaver Private Law Practice" wfl l be
'acknowledged one's freedom to held Monday, April 14z at 5:00choose a profession" but he said -p.rn, in rooms 410-41:> of the
conditions encourage many to Marvin Center. The Student &
• enter 'the legal world.. Young Lawyers Relationl?
Another change. that Committee of the Law Alumm
Weaver noted was- the NLC's Association and the SBAwill be
reputation •. "The law schoo 1,....is sponsoring this panel of three
considered more favorably across' distinguished speakers.
the country, and all these The speakers include: Joel
factors (just mentioned) Bennett -' member of the
. contribute to it," said Weaver. Councif of Economics of Law
Weaver has also noticed Section of the ABA; First
changes in student attitudes. Chairman and co-founder of the
H t d th t students may Law Off ice Management and
,h:vs:g,.e:de mo~e collective Economics Division of the D.C.
initiative' in the past. "There Bar; Editor-in Chief of "How to
has n ' ta 1way s been an Start and Build a Law Practice
enrichment program. In the in the District of Columbia,"
1950's the students went out which won the ABA YOung
and r~cruited people of ilhterest., ..Lawyers' Division Best. Single
and importance to speak. __~",.,.~-- Project of Service to the Bar in,..-"
~ .. J/' ,
~"' .,...-
/'f,..-(. ....~"~."'''~~
.~-=~~ £/=-=.·....-=...:l..~}, S
"
rrrst; Prof. Banzhaf explains,
he sought the, grant as a resuI,t
of a legal challenge. For years
his an t ismoking group has
produced educational mater~als
such as stickers and T-shIrts
reading 'NONSMOKERS MAKE
BETTER LOVERS." Recently
this claim was challenged by the
Federal Trade Commission.
To provide the substantiation
the agency required, Banz~af
applied to a large foundatlC?n
known for its interest 10
sponsoring research related to
sexuality. Under the terms of
the grant, it cannot be named.
His application was approv~dli
and the actual research WI
begin shortly.
Sexually active law students
1980. Jim Agee - Vice at the NLC who are selected ~o
President, First American Bank participate will be asked to. fIll
in Washington, D.C. He works out forms listing varlOUS
with approximately 300 law characteristics of their sexu~l
firms. His topic will be "A partners, and to rate thetr
Discussion of the Financial abilities as lovers on several
Concerns of Lawyers and Law different scales. Assignments
Firms." Ben Landis - former 'will be made on a purely random
President Capitol Charter of the basis, and will inc tude smokers,
Ass 0 cia t ion 0 . Leg a 1 ex-smol<ers, and neversmokers.
Administrators; former Regional To avoid problems related ~o
Vice President, Association of prostitution laws, :stJ..1dentsWIll
Legal Administra tors; 'and be paid only for fIllIng out the
Director of Administration, .with forms, not for, having s.ex.
Wald, Harkrader- & Ross. His Participants will also be requ1f~d
topic will" be "M.aximizin~ to submit transcripts of theIr1
Efficiency in a small law firm. undergraduate and law schoo
, There:-is no charge for this grades to see if t~ere are a?y
event, but,seats must be correlations With s~x.ual
reserved in advance. 'The forum performance and (~bIl1ty.
will only be open to law Several previous studies h~ve
students and young alumni. indicated a negative correlatIOn,
Reserva tions can be made except for law students. who
through the Alumni Office (676- later go into teaching. ~Vrltten
4999). ' '. - "" ' applications may be submItted byL -...;. --·----------~ April 1, 1986.
He cited the' Vietnarnwar
, and the civil rights movement as
un i que eve n t s ,e rea ti n g
vibrations on college campuses
across the U. S. "Student
, attitudes have changed, and now
have swung back. ',Students
were more public in~erest.
oriented (dur-Ing the Vletnam
war period). Now, it appears',
that students are more career
oriented. But, it may hot be
accurate to say students today
don't have interest in public
affairs. Yet, (if they do) I,
don't see it." ,
-, '. Weaver predicted . further
advances for the NLC. He saidl"I had a strong sense (when
came, to GWU) that this
univerSitYl and particularly. theIaw schoo , could become more
important, and this has
occurred. " He added, "I be lieve
this will continue."
As for his own future,
Weaver said he has "great
anticipation" for what lies
ahead, but re fused to be
specific. His general plans over
the next 12 to 18 months call
for some writing. '
Mean while,many have
alreadyrecogOlzed his long
service to the university
community. The NLC faculty
recently recommended Emeritus
status' for Weaver by a
unanimous vote.
Tuesday, April 1, 1:~3G,
/
-
Registration
:::
IXlN'T MISS ANY DEADLINES!
Wednesday, Apr. 9
Non-graduating student
registration -
Second floor reading room
Burns Library 11 a.m.-6 p.m,
Monday, Apr. 14
Pos t ing of over-subscribed
courses and list of students
"bounced" from their course
requests.
Tuesday, Apr. 15
Re-reglstration of bounced
students
Tuesday,' Apr.1
April Fool's Day. .
Graduating students regIstration
(Feb. or May 1987) . '
Second floor reading room
Burns Library 11 a.m.-6 p.m.' ,
'Wedn'esday, Apr.2.'. .
Enrollment postings: If destred
enrollment is too large . to be
accommodated in the available
classrooms, .or exceeds the
teacher's limitations, those
courses will be posted.
Thursday, Apr. 3 .
Gr aduat tng . students de n Ied
courses due to demand must
I change their schedules today.
Friday, Apr~ 4 ' . '
Posting of all courses closed to
non-graduating students.
Monday, Apr. 7
. ALL Fl NAN C I A L A I D
MATERIALS SHOULD BE
COMPLETED AND ~DED IN
Tuesday, Apr. 8' "
Non-graduating student
registration , .
Second floor reading room
Burns Library 11 a.m.-6 p.m,
Next Year's
Absent Profs
The following professors will be
absent for part or all of the
1986-87 school year:
Professor
Banzhaf
Cheh
Dienes
Raven- Hansen
Schecter
Seligman
Sirulnik
Solomon
Zerioff
Absence
Spring
Fall
Fall
Fall
Year
Year
Spring
Spring
Spring
Mixing Sex and Smoke
Prof. John Banzhaf's two
organizations, Action on
Smoking and Health [ASl{), and
the Foundation for Unrestricted
Carnal Knowledge [!], have
obtained a joint grant from a
major foundation to determine
whether or not nonsmokers
really make better lovers. The
grant is unusual in several
aspects.
Starting Your Own Practice?'
Tuesday, April 1, 1986
·<T71Z7tE7W7?7_jb~'~~"i&i.pi±ii_ii&ijt~.
"'. :::.. '~ - • ~:;'; I
UWVfRSHY
SN!OKfNG POLKY
HH(ifVf
MARC!111, !9t6
. ,~ ::>;' i:r.;'- f~~~.!:-1::};fUt~~:
k' ~:~-"l:'tHln{jtt"\.t:;t\
jJ.\}" ~'hG1
t~~-~~'t-<}+K:iL~~: ->:W~;:.¥.Ant:
~:.,~~:)h-;'<;:)lt:~r:::(:;
~i<:fl} ,~:j 'M fr<t::T:::::::t,:
Student taunts ,university's smoking policy. He .'
was later severely beaten by uniyersity o1l1cials.
Howtobuyaperfrmarce You can use the American EXpress(ll>Card
, . ". to buy concert tickets for your favorite
... • .o~~f.:~ :Zi::~~r'r~:'.7~;
little things, and the big-ticket items, that
you'll want during college.
How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe college is the first sign
of success, weve made it easier for you to
get the American Express Card, Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a S10,000 career-oriented job, If
. you're not graduating yet, you can
apply for a special sponsored Card, Look
for student applications on campus,
Or call 1-800-THE-CARD, and tell them
you want a student application,
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~M
Help Name
Faculty Chairs
As its most recent meeting
the faculty spent almost two
hours hotly debating how it was
going to select form among its
members those who would be
named to two newly-created
Alverson "chairs" at the law
school. The actual selection
process, inc luding the final
secret balloting, is expected to
take even longer. The big
problem is that there are only
row available chairs, compared
with a much larger number of
faculty members who have (or at
least thing they have) the
necessary qualifications (e.g.,
national and international
reputations). .
It was suggested at the
meeting that one way to spare
the law school the acrimony and
di visiveness such a selection
process entails would be to
establish more chairs; something
which could be done easily,
since the "chairs" are primarily
honorary and carry virtually no
financial or other benefits. In
this way all members of the
faculty Who believe they deserv~
the honor could have a "chair'
of their own.
The Advocate agrees, and
~lans to establish a special
chair" for every member of the
law school faculty. We ask
those with the ~reatest
expertise in the qualifications of
the faculty -- the students -- to
he lp us select the most
appropriate name of a chair for
each professor. Since this is
the last issue, suggestions
should be written on the chalk
board located on the first floor
of Stockton Hall, preferably
before the April 4th faculty.
meeting so they can be voted
upon.
Below are a few examples of
how the awards might read:
PROF. DAVID ROBINSON:
Judge Roy Bean Chair of
Criminal Justice
PROF. JOHN BANZHAF: Bat
Masterson Chair of Legal
Debating, or
P.T. Barnum Chair of Scholarly
Discourse.
The Advocate, Page 14 / ."1....----_ ....._--------------~;;.,------.-.~~
EDITORIALS
Goodbye, GiJodLuck
.The long-awaited day is fast closing. Sboncommencement will
be 'completed and the halls quieted for a season. Students depart,
to be replaced -by another lot of would-be lawyers. Todar,·
howeverrwe congratulate the class of 1986 on their
1 accomplisnrrients. ' '
j , When these students started classes in the fall of 1983 (for
day students) ....or 1982 (those in the night section), Lerner Hall did',
not exist. 'me Burns Library was, unbearably cramped. They
endured the dust, the noise and the confusion of construction.
More .than a few may justifiably feel their grades were adversely
affected as a result. Yet they persevered,partly because trey had
no choice, but also due in part from their love of the law.
. Those graduating from the night school had to tolerate talk of
abolishing their program; although assured that those In the
program would be permitted to graduate, there must have been the
feeling that they were tainted in some manner. After all, why else
would the program be eliminated? Certainly not for some irrational
reason like, "None of the top ten schools have night schools, so we
can't have one either." The night students are to be especially
commended for the successful defense of their program.
We note the diversity of the graduating class, and the broad
range of influence the class of '86 will have upon the law. Wewill
see members of this class in elected and appointed offices;
.counsettng major organizations; advising institutlons; and teaching ,
new students the art of the law. To the class of 1986, we say:
goodbye, and good luck.
Our Last Issue
, The last iss~e we would like to address 'in this our last issue
concerns t~e SBA~ commencement committee. The committee has
c0!De up ~lth the Idea of donat ing artwork as the class gift from
this year s graduatfng semora, The gift will be financed through
t~ee-dolla.r contrfbut ions from the seniors, and be chosen with the
aid of advice ~rom the Washin~ton Area Lawyers for the Arts.
The donat lon of artwork IS an. excellent choice of gift. The
NLCcould b~nE;!flt.fr0!D some attentton to aesthetic detail. Perhaps
the artwork w111l?Splre students to treat the building with more
respect. In an environment of art, students may be less inclined to
leave trash around' the lounge areas. That's probably too much to
hope for. Regardless, the senior's artful exit should be apprectated,
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Gender-N eutral
Laws are Unequal
A . common t heme or the
feminist movement is ·the
principle ofgender-neutral laws.
Ideally, it is claimed, society,
through its la ws, should make
no kind of distinction between a
man and a woman. This
thinking was codi! ied in the
proposed Equal Rights
Amendment, which prohibited
discrimination of any sort on
the basis of sex.
At firs t glance such a
principle seems entirely
reasonable and, indeed, long
overdue. 'Certainly, statistics
prove that women, as a whole,
are generally receiving less pay
than their male counterparts.
As -of August' 1985, women in
the U.S. earn sixty-four -cents
to every dollar earned by their
male counterparts. I
wholeheartedly agree that wage
discrimination on the basis of
sex. alone is reprehensible, and
believe the CiVIl Rights Act of
1964, which clearly prohibits
such dtscrtminatton, must receive
greater enforcement.
Ipse Dixit
.... ,. • ; • ~ .t
by Ken Brothers
But the issue of gerider-
neutral laws is a constderabty
broader question, not nearly the
,same as wage discrimination. A
.close exammation of the gender-
.neutral theory reveals that its
-ramtrfcat.Ions would do more to
destroy, rather than help,
women's rights.
. Men and women are not
:biologicallyequal. For the law
.tc pretend that they are is
'nonsense. Generally, men tend
.hav e more bru te physical
[strength: to require most women
t~ . carry forty pounds of
ffilhtary gear on a twenty mile
hike is clearly unreasonable.
Con.sequently, women should
r at tona l ly be excluded from
mili.tary service as a foot
so ldter, But a gender-neutral
l~w would 0v:erlook the obvious
dIscrepancy In muscle mass and
order women to Ii terally
shoulder an unreasonable burden
Ano.the~ immutable fact of.
genetICS IS pregnancy. Women
are the so Ie propr ietors of
childbearing. Today, however
pregnancy 1s treated more as sA
Illness than a right. In an
excellent essay in the Pro Se
column of this month's Student
Lawyer, ,Steven Brill observes
that fE;!w law firms allow
rna ternlty leave. Women
at~orneys that choose to hav~
chl~dren do so" at the peril of
theIr careers, for an abSence for
, l,tl0r~ ~'than, a month or an
mablhty to work the sixty-hour
weeks implicitly expected of new
associates is vie wed as an
irreconcilable conflict. The
women ~hat "do persevere are
necessanly superwomen" that
juggle the compelling demands
of motherhood with the desire
to keep up with their associates
Brill documents the career of
Anne Wallwork, a former editor
of the Yale Law Journal at
Miller, ,Cassidy, Larroc~ &
L~win, a "high profile" D.C.
fIrm. Wallwork then took time
ot! to bear her child, then
found herse If torn between
. allowing a day-care center raise
her infant while she worked
and her love Cor the la w'
Wallwork said that, until sh~
gave birth to her child, she
fully expected to be back to
work in a month. But when she
held her inCant for the first
time, her' priorities suddenly
shifted. And she predicts that
most mothers will feel the same
way. .
Miller, Cassidy did not look
kindly upon Wallwork's reduction
of hours, Cor it treated all men
and women employees equally.
Consequently, Wallwork's career
ground to d halt. Tnird year
students, as new associates to
firms, are warned to inquire on
the firm's policies regarding
pregnancy before accepting
employment, even if the
possibilit'ies of motherhood are
remote.
Expectations that women and
men perform equally under all· ,
circumstances are inherently
'unequal. However, it is the
, predictable product of gender-
neutral laws, . In A Lesser Life:
1be Myth of Women's Liberation
in America, Sylvia Ann Hewlett
writes that more than 100
na tions guarantee maternity
leave, the United States being
the only advanced democracy
not included on the list.
Hewlett argues that the feminist
insistence on gender-neutral
laws has precluded the passage
of Ie g is l a t to n permitting
matermty leave without penalty.
This, in turn, has alienated a
large portion of the female work
force, forced to choose between
a family and a career. Those
selecting a family are
<pro r esatonatty stagnant while
their childless associates and
rna Ie COUllt erpar ts climb the
career ladder.
The requlrements of a gender-
neutrdl law would further
st~atify the gap betwee.n
chIldbearing women and theIr
co un terparts. It denies the
compelling interest of the state
in seeing- that children, as the
collective future of the country,
are properly rais~d.
The la w should recognize, ar:td
indeed emphasize, that In
certain areas women and rnt~n
are not similarly situated, ~nd
amend our la ws to recogrllze
that reality. Efforts to misawly
such laws to justify ~a,ge
discrimination or the restrlctIOn
of women from jobs that h~ve
no rational relation to biologICal
mak~up should be swiftly
eradicated. But we should never
forget the realities of life \~n
pursuing social justice.
Tuesday, April 1, 1986
Clarifying the Role of the Clinics
by Eric s. Sirulnik, Director ot
Clinical Programs
I. have always considered
myself an unswerving. supporter
of the first amendment's revered
protection of the Fourth Estate.
Yet, I am compelled to speak
out whenthe factual allegations
in a news story have seemingly
emanated from the Fifth
Dimension, as in the last (March
10th) issue of 1beAdvocate.
Allegations were made that
this law school's faculty and
administration did not support
clinical legal education, and that
the delivery of legal services to
certain elements of. our local
client population had in, fact
been cut back. Neither of these
two statements is based in fact.
The past few months have
borne witness to a difficult and
frustrating controversy involving
thisla w school's clinical
program and the status of its
clinicians. Certain individuals
within the Clinic have made
decisions regarding their own
career goals and their personal,
professional expectations from. - - .,
the NLC and the leg a I
educational system in general.
-There is. a substantial diversity
of de s Lres and expectations
within the clinical staff itself.
Such growth and change is
certainly to be expected, and in
many ways, it is a positive
development for· those
individuals and the institution
involved. However, as in most
.areas of controversy, there
tends to be some misconception
and a ~ 0 od d e a I 0 f
mialnforrnat'ion surrounding the
debate. I would like to take this
opportunity to clarity a number
of matters in this area upon
which I feel a need to comment.
The Law School's Commitment
The concept of the-
Community Legal Clinics is
based upon a two-fold mandate,
serving our low income
community's legal needs, while
effectively educating second and
third year law students in a
varietr of practical skills, many
of which focus upon so-called
public interest -law. The Clinic
has been blessed over its 15-
year history with a truly
superior - teaching faculty and
the unwavering support
(financial and otherwise) of this
law school's administration and
faculty. -
D.uring the 15 years of :ny
own dtrectorsmp of the Clinic,
it has grown from a single-
attorney, part-time secretary,
15-student effort, to what
amounts to one of the largest
public interest-teaching .Iaw-
firros in the country.
A singularly important
factor in a Ll o w ing this
continuing development and
improvement over the years has
come from the immense energy
and dedication of .ny colleague,
Professor Donald P. Rothschild,
co-founder of this law school's
clinical program. There has also
been, ongoing moral and
substantive support Crom Caculty
members such as Professors
Weaver, BanzhaCilStarrs, Reitze,Cheh, Raven- arisen, Green,
Nash. Cibinic, and many others,
who have helped by contributing
lectures and ongoing advice in
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their areas of expertise.
Continuing Legal Services
Recent rumors concerning
the abandoning oC client-
services-oriented clinical
programs in favor of so-called
simulation models such as' Trial
Practice Court are also without
basis.. .
Neither Dean Barron' nor
our faculty committee exploring
the future of clinicians, nor
myselC as Director of Chnical
Programs, have ever advocated a
substitution Cor our existing
client services mode in either a
partial or total exchange Cor a
slmulation mode1. All of us are
interested in producing clinical
students with the best possible
skills training, so that a well
coordinated expansion oC
simulation courses· would be a
weIcomed complement to our
existing format, not a
replacement.
Go to page 16, col. 1
Devil Js Advocate
The Angel's Advocate
,By Michael GoIWmdth
I know there are many out
there who are shaking in their
argyle socks. It's the last issue.
Mike is graduating. This will be
the final edition o'C The Devil's
Advocate. He's the Editor-in-
Chief. ' ;'Howt·wilr'he'go· out?'
Will it be safe to read the
paper? Let me put your' minds
at ease. _
When anyone a ttends a
university or edits a campus
publication, it is Cor only a
fleeting moment in the history
of the institution, yet the few
years spent there cannot fail ~o
have an effect on that person s
intellectual evolution. and
personal philosophy. The best a
person can do is hope to leave
the tnst itutfon a little better off
for those who will inevitably
inherit it and be grateful to be
allowed the opportunity to try.
I hope this can be said, about
the class of 1986, as well as
volume 16 of The Advocate. '
In regards to the Class of
86, their t tme for enhancmg the
School's reputation is yet to
come by deeds done in the real
world. All I can say is "Don't
conduct your lives -in such a
way that you would be aCraid to
loan your parrot to the town
gossip (or the Bar Counsel).
As for 'lbe Advocate, the
record is complete. I hope its
_readers were as pro~d of. it as I
was. All I -can say IS thlS. The'
Advocate is your paper. It was
never my paper. I just guid~d
it along. The Advocate. lS
supposed to represent the VOIce
of the NLCcommunity. ,If th!!t
voice is silent, the NLC WIll
have another Brief Sheet and no
newspaper. 1be Advocate ~ill
only be as good as Its
submissions. My only regret. is
that there were many storIes
out there, but no one.t? ?over
them. Those that CrItlClze a
school paper for being "boring"
or "soft" have no one to blame
but themselves. '
My final act as Editor:-if!-
Chief is as sad to me as It lS
my pleasure. I want to thanl<
all those I 'had the privilege oC
working with,· and who helped
their school profit from their
endeavors. Besides thanking
everyone who ever appeared on
the Masthead, special thanks are
in order.
/ Thank you to Dean Valdez
for helping us get our computer,
and thanks to John Lopker (or
helping us learn how to use It.
Victoria Amada, thank you
for being business manager in
the fall, -and thank you Greg
Galterio for your work 10
bringing in new business in the
Spring.
Bob Jacobs, News Editor:
I am gl ad we had this
oppor tumty to work together. I
enjoyed it very much. '
I Ken Brother's, Production
Manager: I am grateful for all
the hard work you did for us,
-espe c Ia l Iy as a first year
student. Good luck next year.
Jim Lochner, Fall semester
Feature Editor and longtime
contributor: I am genuinely
grateful for aU of your eHorts.
Thanks. .
- Mark Graven, Spr In g
Feature Editor: Thank you for
coming on and improving our
level oC readability. I 00pe you
stay aboard.
Kathleen O'Reilly, 1984-
1985 Editor-in-Chief.! and
Honorary Member o( the
Editorial Board: Thank you for
al ways, being there when we
needed you.
Catherine Plambeck,
Cartoonist: I loved them nlI.
Thanks. -
Diane Grossi, Fall
Photographer: Thanks Cor doing
the job In the fall. .
Liam . Sweeney, Sprmg
photographer: Glad to have you
aboard. I hope you keep up the
good work next year.
And thanks to all those
- who wish to remain anonym~us
who heIped me corne up with
ideas for 'Dle nevil's Advocate.
Finally, mindful of :ny
promise to behave, to the
letters 1 expect from the G.W.
Alumni Association hitting ~e
up for donations, I propose th~s
deal. I will contribute only l~
you allow me to edit the AlumOl
Bulletin! '
Jacobs J Ladder
Tying Together
Some Loose Ends
by Robert D. Jacobs
Nothing in this world lasts
forever. A lawyer must make
his final argument. An athlete
must someday play his Cinal
game. A student must
eventually enter the real world.
And a columnist must write his
last column.
No one likes to leave their
house in disorder, with matters
unresolved. Tnerefore, for this
final ascent up Jacobs Ladder,
the time is appropriate to tie
together some loose ends.
• • • • • • •
In the March la, 1986
issue of The Advocate, an
article appeared citing a study
~pearin~ in The New York
TImes, WhIChpresented statistics
on the probability of women
marrying once they reach a
certain age. I ran across
something in my home city
newspaper which may partially
satisfy equal time for the
women. - .
The March 24~ 1986 Issue
of 'Dle Qlarleston lWY)Gazette
noted that, "Single men are
three times more likely to
experience a nervous breakdown
than are single women.n It
further stated that single men
have a mortality rate that is
. three times that of single
women, and that suicide among.
single men is becoming more
common.
• • • • • • • •
It's no secret that there
has been some student grurrbling
about the public loun~e area
outside the Law ReVIew and
Journal ortices being designated
as smoking permitted areas, and
there's some justification lor
the grumbling. .
While I grudgingly agree
that it's unreasonable not to.set
as ide any arca for smokmg,
there is a stron~ argument for
prohibiting smoking in an area
. which Is publIc and not
enclosed. So called second-hand
smoke clouds the lounge and
passes Into adjacent hallways
and rooms, posing a serious
health risk to nonsmokers.· . .. . . .. .. .
Let me step down trom
this ivory tower for a moment,
out into the real world. AS
public oCftctals Cromaround the
regIon last week celebrated the
tenth anniversary oC the
ope rat ion 0 f Met r 0 - r a 11,
residents in southeast D.C. and
Prince Georges County were
given some good news. It seems
that the Reagan AdmInistration
has seen the light and will Cree
funds to a I'Io w for lull
completion of the Green Line.
H would be a disgrace to
deprIve the most publIc
t r ansporta t ion dependent
segment of the community of
this eff icient and convenient
form of public travel.· .. • . . . '. .
Lust trivia questions of the
semt!ster: 1. What city has the
highest ratio of police oCficera
to cit lzens? 2. What is
Virg inia's s"mallest county In
lund area? 3. What is tho only
state in the union where the
municipalities are not part of
the county? 4. or the ten most
populous states, which has the
highest averclge net household
income?
Answers: 1. Washington,
D.C.; 2. Arllngton Co.; 3.
Virginia; 4. New Jersey.· . . . .. . . .
Finally, I guess we'll all
have to fearn how to spell
KhadaCy, I melin Qaddafi, er a
Gaddarl, that is to say Qadhati.
I give up! Later.
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Students .Evaluate' Effectiveness of Clinics
By Jim Loelmer
A group 'ot: NLC students
ga the red recently to prepare a
,report.c~neerning the future ot:
the cltnlcs; The students hope
their report might be referred
.to in the current review or the
..~LC clinie~l p'rogram. Theystate
It was thetr intent to identify
t~ose aspects of the. clinics they
"fll~d mostr wortbwhtle, and to
pomt out areas where students
'an~ those undertaking the
.review can work together to
: ,',improve- the .cltntcs,
:,\-Specifically, the report
addresses 1) the value of the
.clfntcal learning experience 2)
the value of service to the'
communtty 3) the value of a-
quality clinical faculty' and 4)
.future direction of the clinics at
;the NLC. Below is' a summary of
the students'report.
, 1) ,Value' ot the Clinical
f Learning Experience This portion
; ,of the report concentrates on
:' .how the. clinical program aids
'students,both in relation to
'theoret lca l course work and in
.pr ov Ld in g them with an
opportunity to develop' the
practical skills they will need in
practice as attorneys. Such
experience' includes litigating
cases, preparing appellate briefs,
dealing with clients ,••• etc. By
working in the clinics students
'gain an insight into the day-to-
day realities of practice that the
students prepar-Ing the report do .
,. .not believe is available in the
classroom or, through- a le~al
clerks~ip, and th~s the clinlCs
pl""0 v 1d e'a n 1n val u a b Ie
'contribution to a student's legal
.education. . -','
Be lieving ,in the clinic's"
·ed~ca ti~nal importance" the
.. student s '·focus upon 'three
aspects of the learning
Go to page 17, col. 1
Boise-Cascade Corp, Gives Computer to Clinics
Boise Cascade' Corporation
. has recently donated a word .
processing terminalcto. the NLC
sma 11 bus ine ss c linie. 'The'
additional 'terminal will allow
more students to have access to·
the wor~ processing system.
Boise Cascade is a Fortune
20~ forest products company-
w f t h. annual sales of
, approximately' four bi'llion
-, dollars, headquartered in Boise '
'Idaho. Its operation~l located'
primarily in the u.S. and
Canada, are principally engaged
10 the manufacture, distribution
and. sale of paper, packaging,·
off i ce products and building
products, and" 10 the growing
and harvesting of timber .. to
support these operations. " . . .
/ Tw 0 0 ,f th e " leg a I
department s twenty-one
attorneys are graduates of the ,
NLC. ,They are J. Randolph .
Ayre, J.D. 1965 and Julie Marsh '
J.D. 1982. '. '
'experience which, demand'
recogn i tion", seminars and
simulation, case selection and,
faculty/attorney supervision of
student's work.
- In regard to seminars and
simulation, the preparers 'of the
report indicate that not all'
cases which 'students handle'
,involve the utilization of similar
skills, nor are all cases of.
comparable complexity.'
~Recognizing this, the students
advocate that ,the 'clinics utilize
\ more simulation •. This, it is
hope~,. will result in a more
fulf1llmg exposure to the, .
substantive areas of a student's
clinic' and better utilization of
time spent, in seminar',' ' ' .
faculty be employed in hiring
clinical faculty. Preparers of the
, report desire a formal role for
. the, faculty, the, administration
and student'groups when hiring
decisio'ns are made. Future
hiring decisions should be made
through the faculty-SBA Faculty
.Appointments Committee and
then voted upon by the full,
. faculty. 'It is hoped that such a
,steIi will help to .dirmn Ish
whatever atmosphere ot:
, "seperation" exists between the
teaching. and clinical. faculty.
,As skiUsrequired by .e ltntcal
. faculty differ from that of the
'. t e a ch ing faculty,criteria
indicating likely success for
,prospective. NLC· clinicians
should be developed. To as
the best clinical educatio~ s~re
stu den t san d the b or
r e p r e s e n t a t t on for ~h~
impoverished, the stUde t I
stress that the NLC's stud n s
faculty and clinIc administr~f·ts,
should work together to "h~on
only those willing to put in the
extra effort to serve the ne de
of the students, the corn:nun~ts
and the Law Center." Y
, Once hired the questio
becomes-how does the SChoo~
ensure ag a t ns t the earl
departure of those who a Y
h ire d ? This mig h t b~
"
:,Clarifying Clinics (cont'd.)
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, Spanish-speaking Clients " .our own clinical programs we
regularly receive applications
, ' Having never been asked . from public interest job banks
by' The AdVocate reporter who such as that operated by'
referred to last semester's Harvard University's Law School.
L'Latino Project as "a fiasco" Just for .. the record, as
.exactly what the status of our revered as a: J.D. from that
. Spanish-speaking component to institution may be by some, it'
;o.ur ,civil legal service program ~as never beenb· nor .do I think'I was, I was astounded to see the ,,1 t should ever e, the sine qua
representation that it was either" non of a good clinician. To
,! no longer functioning or doing equate the fact, that we were
, so at a much lower level of ~ece.ivi.ng applica ..tions from
i activity •. ," '1ndlv1duals, w1th those
i . Again such a conclusion is. credentials with an indUpansable
clearly incorrect, in that we are' condition of, clinical ellllloyment
,currently serving the ,Spanish was a quantum leap in logic,' to
community in the same areas say the least.,_
and in the 'same numbers as we Perhaps more importantly,:
have over the past three years. all of the'clinicaJstaffwho are
Impor~antly, w1th a recent grant currently ,w,?rking with' our'
award ,from th~ 'D.C. stu<;lents are of the highest"cahber (three of whom have'
. government, we h~ve undertaken'" been~raduated from ,this ,law
t,o rec:ruit an additional Spanish- schOol). I hope to see that
speaklOg lawyer which should standard of clinical excellence '! .,. increase; these services continued in ,the future and see
l substantially. 110 reason why we should 'settle
" Ca' '" f.or less. .'. ., ' .
Harvard liber While the faculty and law
school com:1Hmity as a whole'
,wo~k to wards a j ustand
s~tlsfactorysolution to incfeased
stu.tus for its' clinicians, a goal
WhICh a substantial and vocal
segmentol" our student ",body
,obviously favors as do I, let us
not forget that the Community
Legal Clinics' is an institution
composed of :nany elements and
~ff~c,ting, the' 1(ves,. of ,1iany
IndIVIduals both within and
without its StoQ!<ton HUll,walls.
Incidentally, ,the samt~
reporter suggested that we were
, looking" for an attorney, of
,1;'Harvard caliber" to help fill the
void in our immigration program
. caused by the departure of, Prof.
Boswell.," ,
I opined as to how difficult
it would ,be to replace 'Someone.
ot Richard's high quality and
.volunteered thattiue ,to the
highly esteemed repu~ation of
Clinic Director Erie Siruln~ lett"; and Boise cascade General
Counsel J. Randolph Ayre, right, watch clinical student Nancy Tamm
"operate the clinics new cOrq>Uter..
... ~~~
RES IPSA LOQUITUR
, .•
'The·Pieper New York State Multistate Bar
Review: offers, at! integrated approach to the N.ew
YorkBar Exam.' We 'emphasize 'sophisticated
memory technique~) essaywriting skills and a concise,
org~nized ,presentation of the .law. . You will be
..prepar~ and confident.
".P~FR..NEWYORKMULn..q'AlE BARRm'IEW
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Clinics
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accomplished by offering
prospective clinicians
employment contracts of two to
three years. This would ins till a
confidence that one's job is
secure for a definite period,
something that a one-year
contract does not provide.
Contracts for a term longer
than one year may result in
improved work performance by
clinicians as they will not be
forced to think about and
possibly look for new
employment.
Allowing clinicians to take
part in faculty meetings, is
another step that might work
to ward keeping them from
looking for new employment
after they have been hired. It
will allow teaching and clinical
f acul ty to be aware of the
concerns and the goings-on of
each other. Allowing the
clinicians to take part in faculty
meetings may help alleviate
whatever feelin~s of "second-r.
class citizenship nave developed
among the c ltntcal faculty.
Finally, recent' criticisms of
the clinic and the circumstances
surrounding the departure of
two clinicians may have caused
morale to sag in the clinics. To
"reverse this unconstructive
energy" it is urged that greater
oppotunity to 'become involved
in the clinics' gIonga-on,
Allowing more· opportunity for
supervising attorneys to become
involved in the funding process
may result in proposals tailored
more close ly to the needs of
their particular clinic this could 3) The Value of a Quality
Clinical Faculty To date, the
'quality of the clinical' faCUlty
has been very good. It is
reccomended that the process by
which the school hires teaching
interaction be develofcd among
teaching and clinica faculty.
The students hope that steps
will be taken that would avoid
the loss ot two such quality
Ia wyers and teachers In the
future. -The Ir' loss, and the
concurrent drop in morale,
ATTENTION: SPAN~SH-
.,SPEAKING LAW STUDENTS
lea~ to funds being spent more
efflclentl¥. Finally, greater
c~operatlOn between the
DIrector and attorneys might
deve lop greater continuity as it.
WIll. be necessary for those
par t Iea to work together in
assessing the clinics' needs and
future direction. ..
Developing greater
communication between the
yarious elements having. an
tnterest in the clinics' future is
.essent ial to developing a unity
of purpose in regard to the
clinics' development. By
encouraging greater
communication the students are
attempting to encourage the
clinics' continued success.
The students who,p,repared the
report cone Iuded, The clinics
have been very good to us-all
we want to do is make them
even .better." They urged that
teaching faculty to whom the
I report was submitte undertake
an "examination of the clinical
programs and' hope that our
comments will aid you in your,
work." The students involved in
preparing the report are
confident that. "once you learn
more about the clinics, you too
will be as enthusiastic about
them as we are."
Additionally, it is reccomended
t ha t textbooks or manuals
detailing substantive areas of .
law dealt with in a particular
clinic be required.
In regard to case selection, it
is written that, "(e lxpandtng our '
community networking will
improve the quality of cases
coming in •••" It is hoped this
will alleviate the problem of
students receiving 4 or 5 cases
of a substantially similar nature
in a semester. Handling a
greater variety of cases will
expose a student to a greater
_. .
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• Get study guides for fundamental second and third
year subjects.
• Take SMH Professional Responsibility
~'
Only a $25 deposit freezes the below course prices:
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variety of legal problems and
imfrove his/her legal education.
t is suggested that
encouraging faculty to handle
pro bono cases. through the
clinics might result in increasing
the clinics' appellate case load.
This would allow students
assisting the facuIty member to
become exposed to more types
of legal problems. Additionally,
such a step might foster closer
a closer working relationship
bet ween the teaching and
clinical faculty.
2) Value ot Service to the
Community The clinics have a
dual purpose to provide
students with first-hand legal
experience and to provide legal
services to the community,
.especially to those who coula
not otherwise afford such
services. It is hoped that in the
future the clinics will become
more visible and work more
closely with other community-
oriented organizations.
Advertising the clinics in local
newspapers, such as The Latino,
is one method by wfilcn
a ware ness of the clinics'
services could be increased.
Through working more closely
with the community, the
students who prepared the
reports contend that students
and clinicians will better
understand the backgrounds and
Rroblems of' their clients. The
Street Law" program has been
very successful, and by
encouraging participation in it,
and in other programs involving
interaction with the D.C.
community, the NLC will
heighten its visibility in the
community. Hopefully, this will
lead to an improvement in the
services it provides to the
community.
The Latino Project at Ayuda,
is seeking bilingual law students
interested in a rewarding
internship experience. The
Latino Project provides free
legal services to low-income
Latinos in domestic violence,
domestic relations, rent control,
landlord-tenant public
entitlements and social security
cases.
The Project operates like a
la w school clinical program.
Stude n ts assume primary
responsibility for their client's
cases from initial intake through
administrative hearing. Project
participants will interview
clients, prepare pleadings!
conduct case investigations ana
le~al research, and represent
chents will be intimately
involved in trial preparation and
will be present at Court
hearings. The possibility of
Superior Court appearances is
be ing explored. All student
work will be closely supervised
by the Latino Project Director.
The Latino Project also ortCl'S
students the opportunity to
s ,
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harms ::ihe' fJLC;' .'.its students
and, as a result, the
communlty..
4) Future Direction ot the Clinics
So that the clinics can continue
to enjoy the success they have
enjoyed in the past, it is
imperative that their direct ion
be carefully gutded, This
requires a continued
committment to the goals of
"quality practical legal education
and service to the community."
Though at times unpleasant, it
is realized that change is
inevitable. In the face of such
change, it is "fundamentally
important to maintain a sense of
continuity about the clinics.
This is the role of the Director
•••" To promote continuity of
focus, the Director should be
visible. He should be freed from
other time-consuming
committments which might limit
his day-to-day availibility.
Securing funding has
historically taken up the 'bulk of
the Director's time. The present
Director estimates 80% or his
time is spent. at this task.
Several steps could be taken to
reduce the time spent
fundraisin~. '
Greater hard money" funding
by the University could be
sought, reducing, the time the
Director would have to spend in
the search for "soft money",
funding trom grant programs.
While some "soft money" funding
will likely still be needed, the
process by which it is obtained
could be "streamlined". This
could be done b~ applying to
programs whose 'requests for
proposals" (RFP) revolve
annually. Time in drafting such
proposals could be shortened by
prepar lng proposals "based qr
the preVIOUSyear's proposal ••••
Developing on-going
re l a t ionships with various
programs will limit the need to
search tor new sources of
fundings every year.
Also, by developing ongoing
funding, attorneys supervtstng
clinics to which the funds are
directed could assume a central
role in preparing the proposal.
• • • • •• • ••
work closely with the District's
Latino community developing
solutions to community-wide
problems. This work may
include: writing simple Spanish-
language informational brochures
on legal rights and remedies'l
working with coa Ht Ions : 0
Hispanic and/or women's groups
on legislative and administrative
strategies, participating In
Hispanic Law Day and workIng
with Latino community agencies
in developing test case
litigation.
Students are asked to commit
bet ween 10 and 40 hours a week
to the Latino Project for
academic credit. Houra are
t iexible and the specl! ic number
of hours reqUired will be
determined by your academic
institution. Persons who wish
to work as volunteers without
receiving credit are also
welcome.
The Latino Project needs you.
It you are interested or desire
tur ther information please
contact Leslye E. Orlo!!, Latino
Project Director at 387-4848 or
4132-7:H5.
,
: !
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To The Editor:
To '!be Editor:
Prior to baptizing myself in
the ritualistic tidewaters of the
first-year legal curriculum, .1
was a teacher. As such, I feel
moved to comment on the
opinions expressed in an article
written. by John Banzhaf; Jr.
Although I hesitate to claim to
have access· to. the same
intellectual dimension that Mr.
Banzhaf feels he holds dominion
overi I nonetheless disagree withthe ogic that he has employed
to argue against the need for a
mandatory professorial
attendance rule during reading
periods. Specifically, Mr.
13anzhaf's reasoning not only
.fails to focus on the critical
role which any teacher must
fulfill if education ..is to be
effective, but. also erroneously
shifts all blame of educational
inadequacy onto the student.
The argument developed by
Mr. Banzhaf simplistically links
professorial attendance during
reading periods with the "foolish
and counterproductive practice
by some students of putting off
their review and careful
consideration of material until
the end of the semester." This
"Awould cause more B".analysis
overlooks the basic fact that
conventional legal education is
structured to be a building-up
process. Thus, no. matter how
conscientious and diligent a
student may be, it is still a
formidable task to understand
"the larger course picture" at
any [oint prior to the last few
weeks' of the semeaterv.; Many
teachers also feel compelled to
accelerate. the pace of their
course at the end of the term'
in order to compensate for the
slower, methodical, and plodding
instruction which they have
employed during the first few
weeks. This teaching style
forces students to learn a
disproportion a te ly ~reater
amount of course mater tal in a
shorter period of time.
Consequently, the acquisition of
new Information wliich forms
the crux of the learning process
must, by necessity, extend
beyond the last day of classes.
It is at this time that professors
should be most available to their
students.
Although John .Banzhaf may
sincerely feel that a rule which
requires "faculty members be
present during the entire.
r.e adIn g r vpe rLo d to
answer •••questions from a- very
small number of students who
should have asked them ear lier
isahmisallocation of resources."he as. g ossed over the ract
that his primary duty must be
to serve the students who
attend this school. This' basic
obligation should not escape our
attention despite Mr. Banzhaf's
desire to shift focus onto the
number of individuals or the
nature of the inquiries which he
has encountered in the past.
Such uncompromising "blame the
.victim" tactics unfairly
invalidate the ri~ht of each'
student to anticipate having'
access to his/her teacher, in
and out of the classroom, during
the entire term. Certainly, this
is part of the "bargain" that I
expect to receive ..in return for
settling my tuition bill each
semester. .
The implementation of a
manda toty,- .8 ttendance policy
would s tIl l allow faculty
members to pursue full-time
personal and career objectives
during four .months of each
year. Moreover, the teaching
. schedule of most professors
often permits them a significant
amount of free time each day.
Even though many teachers may
have chosen "law teaching,
rather than the much higher
salaries they could have had in
private practice as former Iaw
review editors from top law
schools, in part because of the
time free from fixed
commitments which teaching
gives them," a balance must be
struck. between our school's
ability to attract prestigious
teachers and its destre to meet
the needs of its students. John·
Banzhaf's views aptly illustrate
one case in which the scales
have tipped away from this
latter goal.
Peter Gersten
To '!be Editor:
It seems now that graduation
time has come, few people wish
to discuss what it has been like
attending the NLC these past
few years. This reluctance
probably stems from a
disinclination to write about
what for most people has not
been. a' uniforml~ enjoyable
experience. But, neither too, has
Budget Bill To
Cut Court Time
The passage of. Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings. has produced
some immediate effects upon the
federal court system, Including
restricted hours and shorter
terms for the Supreme Court.
The Court has announced that,
effective April 15, no .more
cases will be heard by the
Court, and cases slated before
then will be limited to a total
of fifteen minutes of ora l.
argument. . .. ' ",
· Sources on the Court say that
the justices support the
· restriction on oral. arguments,'
since their minds are already
made up before the case is ever
heard. "Oral arguments are just "
a waste of time" said one.
Ironically, the restrictions
come a week before the Court
was to hear arguments on the
constitutionality of Gramm-
Rudman. Under the restrfctfons;:
the Court will not decide the
case. Analysts see the Court's
action as a subtle form of
protest over the budget cuts.
Complained 'one justice, on the
condition she remain anonymous,
· "what's more important to this
country: giving assistance to the
poor} the sick, or the afflicted, ,
· or tne interests of the Supreme
Court? Congress should take
another chunk out of food
stamps and give it to us."
Unlike the Library of
Congress, which caused a fervor
· when it announced that its
; hours would be restricted, no
'protests are expected over the
· closure of the high court. Ima
· Redd, ACLU,chief counsel, fully
, supports the move: "Given the
current composition of .the'
·Court, a closure' is the best
· thing that could happen to the
, civil rights movement" he said.
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Pieper gives something in
For more information contact
your Pieper Representative or
it been an. entirely worthless
three years. Most of us can
leave the school reasonably
ass ured tha t we wi 11 be
competent attorneys. At $10,000
per year maybe we should
expect to be taught to be really
competent attorneys? That,
however, may be asking too
much.
. As with most education, what
most peop,le will remember about
school Will not have happened in .
the classroom. Veterans of
Section 12 will probably never
forget being asked to stand up
in Torts, to speak loudly, "so
eveyone can hear you" and to
speak with "precise' legal
language." Students from other
sections probably have their own
war atorfes, However, as time
passed, moments of classroom
fright diminished as does a
memory of most of what went
on in very many classes. (I hope
that -the' Bar Review course
teaches me to be a really
competent taker of Bar exams).
What does stick out about the
NLC are events that took place
in the context of school, but in
which rules of law have little
relation. Having participated
with this paper over the last
three years, much of what will
be recalled by me will be seen
through Advocate-colored glasses
(that is, essentially accurate,
but with an occasional omission
or distortion). Other students
will recall events such as the
attempted closing of the ntght
school, the 1983-84 construction
I
I
I
I expected, or customary
project, last faU's HomeCOming
Intramural sports, various La~
Revue shows, the legal clinics
SOAne~s ana events, graduatio~
•••etc. m other ways.
Eventually, most people will
probably put the past three
years in perspective and say
that- the short-term annoyances
and agonies were worth the long
term gains. (Or they won't say
that, and the last sentence made
them qutt reading). There is no
doubt, however, that law school
~s ':lot a load of laughs and that
10 20 years people will still
recall things they didn't like
about the NLC. -
A short list could include-
real high tuition costs, medium-
high tension and more than a
few low-level professors. Subsets
of these categories could be
made and a long list of gripes
could be devised. And with some
this list will be written on the
form sent by the school when
we are asked to donate money
to fund the NLC's future.
Having seen much of what
goes on at the school through
this paper, I have noticed what
many people really want is to be
heard, to make some difference.
With this in mind (at least the
back of the mind) they write
for this paJ?er, serve on SBA
participate 10 Street Law, play
~.M. sports, sing, dance or act
. 10 the Law Revue •••etc. For
Go to page 19, col. 4
·1I,
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addition to what is due,
in a Bar Review Course. _
This extraordinary effort
makes the difference.;
I
I
I
I
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Prof's (irading Struck Down '. . .
In a landmark dectston sure to tangible property, but also testing and gradtng procedureIs .
produce litigation at many other intangible property and fundamentally flawed and unfair,
schools, a federal judge has held reasonable expectation related to In any event the student
a law professor's grading such intangible property. plaintiffs do not argue that they
practices unconstitutional;-"and Tenure at a university, and are entitled to a hearing before
has awarded the. law student seniority in many blue color a low grade is issued, but rather
plaintiffs substantial damages jobs, are only two well-known than the means used to establish
and other relief. Although the examples of this kind of the. grades are themselves'
opinion has not yet been property." unconstitutional.'" '.
formally issued, 1be Advocate "A dtptoma is also' clear-ly . "Aprofessor who bases gr~des
has obtained a draft copy upon . property, but in many fields upon ambIg uo us que s t Ions
which this article is based. . . today, more than a diploma is concerning mater talnot covered
Essentially, five law students necessary to obtain a posrtton, by the courser who IS arbftr'ary
at a state' university brought a The diploma increasingly must and capricious in his marking of
torts action under the Civil be backed up by a record of examination ques~lOnSj who
Ricrhts Act 42 U.S.C. 1983, achievement as reflected in a deviates subs t an t Ia.lIy f.r:0m
against th~ir "law profes.sor, transcript recording the grades generally-accepted gradmg
alleging that he violated their received in different courses. standards or nor:ms of the
constitutional rights by his Nowhere is this more true today school; or who dies not use
grading practices. . More in the field of law.". well-Known and ge ner a l ly
specifically, the stu..dents argued "Thus the property right in accepted pr,?cedures [or Insurlng
that law school grades were a and to a diploma -- which the the v a l Id Lty of the test
type of "property" protected la w has long r ecogntzed as questions and answers, not only
f rom improper taking by the pro per t s' en tIt 1e d to VIOlates a contractual duty owed
U.S. Constitution, and that while' constttuttonal protect.Ion -- IS to the students under state lawfstudents are obviously not intertwmed and mexorable but also ?eprlVes them 0
constitutionally entitled to linked with the grade transcript, 'property Wlth
f
out tDu~ Pr?:ess
higher grades in their law which is, tpere f o~ e also under color. '? sta e a,w. an
school courses they are entitled pro per t y sub J e.c t t 0 actlo~ ~pec~fICally JlI;pser.l~dby.
. , d bl the CIVIl RIghts Act.to f~Ir gradesan to reasona e constitutional guarantees of Due The Advocate has arranged to
grading pract tces. T~~ court, Process," [The court suggests obtain a copy of the entire
according ~o the uno~flclaldraft that a low grade may also opinion as soon as it is formally
opjrnon, satd l~ part. - . create a sufficient "stigma" issued and will have copies
"At o,ne .tll~e the term preventing a student from availa'ble at its office for
property LWhIChISprotect;d ~y competing for certain legal interested students. Inquire
the Due 1"'r~ce~sclause 0 t e posi t lons, and thus adversely after April 1st.
U.S. ~onstltutIOn, referred to affect a "liberty" interest, but
exc lustve ly to real property and did not have to decide that
to certain limited forms of issue].
tangible personal property. "Afthough there is a well-
Now, howe Ve r , the t e.rm recognized testing exception' to
property' has a mo~e extenstve the normal Due Process
:neaning encornpassmg not only requirement of some kind of
a bewildering var-Iety of presel.lt fact-finding hearing, it cannot
and even future 1Oterest::: 10 and does not apply where the
. (703) 644-8786'
MAKEIHE
SMART MOVE.
With Student Services Moving Co.
Our services and low-cost rates are
specially designed to match the needs of
young graduating professionals. .
• Fully trained, experienced, and
responsible personnel .
• Truckfleet ideal for apartment
and small-house moves .
• .One-day service to 22 states
seven days a week
• Licensed, fully insured carrier
• Successfully moved hundreds of
law, medical, MBA, and PhD
graduates
Compare our low rates. Call (703)
644-8786 for a free estimate. Service for
moves over a distance greater than 30
miles only, please. .
SilJI)IENi SI:I~\'1(:I:S
Moving Co. . ICC license MC: 154670
ATTENTION SECTION 11: I
want to thank you all for a fun
first ye ar. Soon, the f re nzy of
finals will be here, and we will
be eager to leave for the
summer. I really feel my law
school experience has been
greatly enhanced through our
camaraderie. Our section will
be remembered as the small
friendly section who definitely
knew how to have a good timer
Thanks agalnl E. "Causal" Link.
CLASSIFIED
ATTENT I <W SlUDENTS: PR<fl:SS Iaw..
WOODPROCESSINGNm 1i'PING:'.. Freo
copies with ttJe original of your
research paper, thesis, and
dissertation. $1.75 per page, or
$2.00 per page for pick up and
de II very. Call 543-2453. JVJ
BUSltESSENTERPRISES.
NXmAlB..Y Y~S: Word processing
cOtllpany to student needs. LegaI
experience. Overnight service.
Open 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week.
"Ve'ru haft- 797-,3636
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND:
Nonprofit organization dedicated
to the enhancement of the legal
rights of animals. If Interested
call Roger GalvIn at 897-0896
ATTENTION THOSE
I NTERESTED IN SUBLETTI NG
APARTMENTS THIS SUMMER:
Person seeking furnished, one-
bedroom apartment, In The
District of Colu mbla, near a
Metro-rail station. WIII occupy
from Mld-May_ to Mid-August.
Call M.J. at 828-4903, Monday
through Friday, from 9am-5:3Opm.
TlPING BY LEGAl SE~Nn': Have
. your typing done by a professional,
quickly and accurately, on an IBM-
III. I,m located three blocks from
campus. Cell 780-1688, 248-4360,
or 960-6851
D.C. Bar, from page 19
the DC bar, Oscar Goldman,
"We're not barring anyone- who
wishes to take the DC bar,
we're only making it a little
more difficult by requiring that
they pass the local bar and
know local law." .
The other reason for desiring
this change is the belief that
some individuals who waive-in
are not well-versed in local law
and thus do not provide legal
services on a level that assures
their client of adequate
representation." Said Goldman,
"It is not that there has been
many cases of malpractice,' but
an awareness that people are
not receiving the quality of
service that they would if their
lawyers were more conversant
with D.C. law." He continued,
"Why,I remember reading where
one lawyer after winning a case
reccomended as a remedy that
his client who had been
tortiously exposed to cancer-
causing emissions have the
costs of his moving to Montana
picked up by the defendant.
That was the only damages he
requested. If Montana wants a
lawyer like that, they can have
him. We can't afford anymore
like that in D.C."
Thus, the D.C. bar may
become less crowded by making
waive-in more difficult, and
graduates' of local schools may
find it more easy to find jobs in
. the area. Goldman concludedI"We're tired of being made Apri
Fools by allowing in lawyers
. who are not really qualif ied to
practice in the city, but whom
we are forced to allow in by
virtue of their having passed
the ir local bars. This move,
hopefully, ·will end the -day--
where we are forced to be so
foolish."
Letters (cont'd)
From page 18
none of these activities is there
much career-related gain. At
interviews, attorneys still say,
"Oh, the paper? That's nice.
What's your average?"
At the heart of this
willingness to participate (at
least with a few) is more likely
the realization of success-
oriented individuals that legal
success is often found by a
willingness to accept and repeat
what courts, legislatures and
their professors, not themselves,
think and feel as concisely as
possible. In other words, "If you
want to win the game, you must
think what we think, say what
we say, and then shut up." .
When monetary reward is
involved this game is much
more eashy accepted. But for
some, to remind themselves they
are still talented, creative
people, with ideas. that deserved
to be neard, outlets beyond the
law are nessecary. And for some
graduates this wIll proba~ly be
the legacy of law sohool- Yeah.
I went to law school for 3
years, but when I was there I.
tried to do something
interesting. "
.'
I
L
leave only
footprints
2&bg,&~~, u~
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*DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY ,
SEE A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE"TODAYOR CALLUS .....
DCIDrn[J)OO~~oomD,(JJlwarn LEGAL EQUCATIONALCENTERS (212) 505,2060 (Collect)
10 East 21st. Street New York, N.Y. 10010 (800) 253,3456 (Outside ~Y),
..SPRING: BREAK HAS
ARRIVED III
.YOU CAN STILL $AVE IF
,YOU ENR'OLL' IN THE
;r
..-,,-..... ~
-".·IOIIPHION••KIIIYIIi
BAR REVIEW COURSE THIS
SPRING!!
NEW YORK
DOWNPAYMENT DISCOUNT*
. $ 50.00 . $150.00
*DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY
YOUR PRICE
. $725.00
NEW JERSEY
. DOWNPAYMENT DISCOUNT w/COUPON
$ 50.00 '.' $100.00**
$100.00* . $175.00** '
*NOT APPLICABLE TO GLASS OF '86 ,
'** DISCOUNT INC~UDES$25.00 DART COUPON· -MUST BE ATTACHED TO
ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
YOUR PRICE
$575.00
. $500.00' .
PENNSYLVANIA
DOWNPAYMENT
$ 50.00 .
$100.00*
YOUR PRICE·
'$675.00
$625.00
